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Abstract
Using indirect inference based on a VAR this thesis confronts the US data from 1972 
to 2007 with a standard New Keynesian model in which either an optimal timeless 
policy or a Taylor rule is assumed prevails. By comparing the models’ performance in 
fitting the dynamics and size of the data, it finds in both the episodes of the Great 
Acceleration and the Great Moderation that the Fed’s underlying behaviour was better 
understood as the timeless optimum either under standard calibration or under 
estimation. The implication is that to the final analysis the Great Moderation is a 
result of improved environment as the volatility of shocks has fallen, rather than one 
occurred as policy improved. Smaller Fed managerial errors caused the moderation in 
inflation. Smaller supply shocks caused the moderation in output and smaller demand 
shocks the moderation in interest rates. In either episode the same model with 
differing Taylor rules of the standard sorts generally fails to fit the data well. But the 
optimal timeless rule model could have generated data in which Taylor rule 
regressions could have been discovered, creating an illusion that the Fed was 
following such policies and that the improved economy was caused by changed 
pattern of these.
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1Introduction
Since the breakdown of Bretton Woods in 1972 the US economy behaved first rather 
badly (the ‘Great Acceleration’ or ‘Great Inflation’) and then from sometime in the 
early 1980s until around 2007 rather well (the ‘Great Moderation’). While economists 
have attempted to understand why these episodes differed so much, improved policy 
and improved environment are the two factors mostly focused on. In general, studies 
based on DSGE models have pointed to policy as the main cause of the improvement; 
those based on time-series models have typically pointed to environment. These 
methods are similar in a way that they both build on one’s understanding about the 
Fed’s monetary behaviour and decompose the improvement of economy between that 
and the environment. The difference is that the former is founded in theory, whereas 
the latter is founded in facts. However, while DSGE analysis has the advantage of 
establishing causality, it cannot ensure that the data are well accounted for; time- 
series analysis accounts for the data, but connecting the result o f this to theory is 
difficult. Yet, since causality can only be established by theory, which is valid only if 
it fits the facts, a thorough investigation would require a method of evaluation that is 
founded both in theory and in facts. Thus a DSGE model that is not strongly rejected 
by the data is needed.
This thesis applies such principle to a reconsideration of the causes of the Great 
Moderation. It follows the existing literature by first identifying the underlying 
monetary policy being followed and then decomposing the change in data variability 
based on that. But it adopts a novel way of evaluation that builds the argument on a 
DSGE model selected according to its capacity in fitting the data using the method of 
indirect inference. The latter combines the DSGE causal framework and a time-series 
description of data—the two elements used to be separately adopted in episode 
comparison—to ensure that both theory and data are used in harness. The exercise 
yields quite different implications compared to the conventional wisdom in the 
literature: on the operation of monetary policy, it suggests the Fed’s post-war 
behaviour was better understood as the timeless optimum rather than the widespread 
consensus of Taylor rule with shift; on the causes of the Moderation, it suggests the
2improved economy was a result of improved environment and monetary management 
but not one of improved policy. It also shows that illusion of regime switch could 
have been generated under the perspective of unidentified Taylor rule regressions 
when the Fed was pursuing the optimal timeless policy.
In the rest of this thesis I first survey the recent literature in modelling the Fed’s post­
war monetary behaviour and the causes of the US improvement (chapter 1); the two 
issues are integrated in a way that understanding of the former grounds the analytical 
basis of the latter. I review the progress and problems in the development of these and 
suggest a way forward for a more rigorous evaluation. Chapter 2 then takes the 
Moderation episode as an example to demonstrate how the Fed’s true policy can be 
identified using the new method and how this could be confused with other regime 
versions usually suggested in the literature. This is followed by chapter 3 that extends 
the exercise to the Acceleration episode and re-decomposes the causes of the 
Moderation based on the extended results; it also illustrates how conventional 
understanding of the improvement could have been biased due to biased 
understanding of the prevailing policy as chapter 2 considers. The thesis is then closed 
by chapter 4 that extends the earlier discussion based on standard calibration to one 
based on model estimation with some concluding remarks regarding robustness and 
the models’ working in detail.
3Chapter 1
Approaching the Fed’s Post-war Monetary Policy and the 
Causes of the Great Moderation: progress, problems and the 
way forward
4Introduction
This chapter surveys the recent literature in approaching the Fed’s post-war monetary 
policy and its impact on causing the Great Moderation. Existing studies on the former 
have mostly focused on estimation of simple rules, much in the spirit of Taylor (1993); 
others have built on these efforts to decompose the US improvement into policy and 
environment. However, simple-rule estimation of monetary policy is often intruded by 
the problem of identification, which when smuggled into the decomposition process 
undermines the implication fpr the latter. This chapter looks into such problem of 
identification failure. The aim of it is to summarise the difficulties (in terms of 
identification) encountered the existing literature and point the way to a possible way 
forward.
This chapter is organised as follows: section 1.1 reviews the earlier efforts in 
modelling the Fed’s behaviour basing on Taylor rules and deduces from that the 
inherent problem of identification with all single-equation estimations; section 1.2 
moves on to the debate over the causes of the Great Moderation and reviews how 
conventional methods of decomposition have suggested the essence of the 
improvement; it also reviews the strength and limitations of these methods and 
explains how identification failure of the Fed’s behaviour could have distorted the 
implications; this is followed by section 1.3 that points to the way forward; section 1.4 
concludes.
1.1 Modelling the Monetary Behaviour of the Fed: a Method Basing on Simple 
Rules
The conduct of monetary policy is in general an intricate practice of central banks in 
reality. For example, the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) of the Fed runs 
regular meetings each year and forms consensus regarding the direction and course of 
monetary policy basing on the member’s reports on the recent status and prospects of 
the economy; the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Bank of England has a 
similar procedure in setting the official Bank Rate although its decision is not made
5upon consensus but voting. This complex nature of policy making has made the 
banks’ behaviour rather difficult to understand. Thus in the common exercise of 
monetary analysis the principle governing such behaviour is usually modelled by 
economists parsimoniously with sim pie rules; these could be explicit (such as a 
money supply rule or an interest-rate setting rule) or implicit (such as a fixed 
exchange rate or other economic relationships)1.
The adoption of simple rules for policy analysis can be dated back to Friedman (1960), 
who argued the growth of monetary base should be kept at a constant rate (the k- 
percent rule) irrespective of business cycles. Later examples are the McCallum (1988) 
rule and Taylor (1993) rule that suggested policy instruments (base money in the 
former and short-run nominal interest rates in the latter) should be adjusted in a way 
that it ‘leans against the wind’ according to the feedback from the economy. Currie 
and Levine (1985) compared the impact of simple rules in single open economy and 
in independent aggregate economy and pointed that a price rule using exchange rates 
as policy instrument is best for individual economies but would be disastrously 
destabilizing if all countries do the same. These monetary proposals have prescribed 
what the central bank should do in pursuit of stabilization policy. Of course as 
remedies they do not necessarily coincide with any underlying policy truly being 
pursued. However the work by Taylor has shown the interest rates recommended by 
his rule were surprisingly close to the actual Federal Fund rates between 1987 and 
1992, for which he claimed the Fed’s behaviour over this period was also well 
described by the rule. Since then the use of Taylor-type formulae has become rather 
popular in modelling of the prevailing monetary policy, and most efforts along this 
line have focused on the case of US.
1.1.1 Differing versions of Taylor rules
1 Of course the nature of policy making has made it hardly convincible that any central bank in reality 
would ever bank its monetary decision solely upon a simple numerical formula. But these rules, by 
summarizing much of the relevant information (such as the instruments or feedbacks or goals) 
regarding policy making in a compact manner, are widely accepted at least as a proxy that 
approximates the systematic part o f the actual behaviour of major central banks—see Stuart (1996) for 
example.
6The original Taylor rule states the Federal Fund rate should react directly to two 
‘gaps’, one between inflation and its target, and the other between output and its 
natural-rate level. Numerically it takes the form:
if = n f  + 0.5*, + 0.5{nf - n*) + g  [1.1]
where if is annual nominal rate of interest, n f  is the annual inflation averaged over
the last four quarters and xt is the percentage deviation of real GDP from trend (the
‘output gap’); it also assumes the US has an inflation target n* and real GDP growth 
rate g  both equalling 2 percent.
A number of variants have then been built upon this basic specification according to 
different assumptions. For example, Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999) suggested the 
central bank may for some reasons be quite cautious in reacting to change in the 
fundamentals so that the adjustment of nominal interest rates would be completed in 
several successive small steps. They then proposed a Taylor rule version where 
interest rates are ‘smoothed’ as:
if =Q-p)[<x+rA*f - * ) + r xxt]+Pif-i [1-2]
with p  representing the degree of policy inertia that could arise from the central 
banks’ cautiousness due to limited knowledge about the true model of the economy. 
Other rationales in support of such smoothing behaviour also include policy-makers’ 
fear of financial instability (Goodfriend, 1991; Campbell, 1995), their compromise 
over a policy change (Goodfriend, 1991), their exploitation of private agents’ 
forward-looking behaviour (Rotemberg and Woodford, 1997, 1998) and the existence 
of possible non-rational expectation-generating mechanism (Brayton, Levin, Tiyon 
and Williams, 1997; Woodford, 2010). This could also reflect the optimal response 
for the policy-makers when they are concerned with the volatility of nominal interest 
rates according to Woodford (2003).
There are also other Taylor rule versions involving lagging or leading the inflation 
and output gap terms to reflect possible backward-looking or forward-looking
7behaviours. Examples of these are Rotemberg and Woodford (just cited) where the 
setting of interest rates is subject to a ‘decision lag’ so that
and Clarida, Gali and Gertler (2000) who assumed monetary decisions are forecast- 
based, thus
Other suggested modifications would involve the use of unemployment gap instead of 
output gap or the use o f unemployment growth or output growth as feedback from the 
economy as Carare and Tchaidze (2005) have summarised.
Yet in a more recent investigation Ireland (2007) has also proposed a Taylor rule 
version that is substantially different from the standard sort as above. Ireland’s 
alternative assumes the Fed is effectively concerned with the change (rather than the 
level) of nominal interest rates in reacting to business cycles and it would stabilize 
inflation around an implicit, time-varying target that is endogenously determined by 
the shocks to the economy under the assumption of ‘opportunism’. The rule specified 
by Ireland takes the form:
where n * is now the implicit inflation target, (gt -  g ) is the deviation of output 
growth rate from its steady-state level and other variables have their usual meanings. 
Note equation [1.5] has incorporated an error term to denote possible ‘policy
mistakes’. In reality these could reflect the Fed governors’ occasional discretionary 
response to something else (such as exchange rates or other macro-conditions 
including frictions in the financial market) unaccounted for by the announced rule, or 
perhaps more commonly, pure managerial mistake in executing the proposed policy 
due to ‘trembling hand’. Yet whatever the interpretation is, this error term capturing
2 Note E tXt+k in equation [1.4] is defined as the expected output gap average over the periods between
x t t+k [1.4]2
if  = if.i + 7,(* , ~ * ) + 7 g(gt ~ g ) ~  + £ [1.5]
t and t+k.
8the stochastic component of policy-making process would in principle be involved in 
all econometric modelling of the prevailing monetary behaviour basing on simple 
rules, Taylor-type or others, standard or non-standard.
1.1. 2 Estimation of Taylor rules and the problem of identification
Rules like the above are widely estimated in literature in searching for the existing 
monetary policy, either as single-equations via regressions or as part of a complete 
model via full-model estimation. For the case of US, it seems most authors have 
agreed the Fed’s post-war policy could be well characterized by some sort of Taylor 
rules with ‘interest rates smoothing’ and that it has been more active in stabilization 
since the early 1980s. O f course consensus has never been made upon its behaviour in 
detail—as it never will—as what it implies would be dependent heavily on the 
assumed ‘reaction function’, the measurement of involved variables, the time span, as 
well as the method o f estimation—Judd and Rudebusch (1998), Fair (2000), 
Orphanides (2001, 2002) and Rudebusch (2002) are examples. Yet even 
econometricians might be able to ‘solve’ these usual difficulties in applied work, 
estimation of Taylor rules would still face an identification problem that baffles our 
understanding of the true policy, especially when the estimates are regression-based 
(Minford, Perugini and Srinivasan, 2001, 2002; Cochrane, 2007).
The problem of (non-) identification occurs when an equation could be confused with 
others so it does not by itself identify what it is. In the context of Taylor rule 
estimation it refers to the situation in which the rule being estimated has the same 
functional form as other economic relations such that the meaning of the rule is 
unclear. These ‘other relations’ could in principle be anything implied by a DSGE 
model. For example, Minford and his colleagues showed this could be a reduced-form 
equation of their money-supply rule model where there is no structural Taylor rule at 
all (see also Gillman, Le and Minford (2007), and Minford (2008) as illustrated in 
what follows), whereas basing on a model which did include an interest-rate setting 
rule Cochrane suggested it could just be the interest-rate solution. It could also be 
some pure statistical relationship between interest rates and inflation and others. In 
general there is no way to tell.
9One may consider the following simple model as in Minford (2008) with a money- 
supply rule instead of a Taylor rule to see the point more clearly:
(‘IS’ curve): y, = }E,_xy,+x -fa, + v,
(Phillips curve): n, = C(y, - y )  + vE,_x7i,+x + (\-v)7r,_x +u,
(Money supply target): Am, = m + /u,
(Money demand): mt - p t = y/xEt_xyl+x -if/2R, + st 
(Fisher identity): R,=r,+ E,_x7t,+x
This model implies a Taylor-type relationship that looks like:
R, = r * + n  + yx~x {n, -  n  ) + y xx~x (yt - y )  + w„
where X = ¥ iY ~ ¥ \ (t> > and the error term, w,, is both correlated with inflation and 
output and autocorrelated; it contains the current money supply/demand and aggregate 
demand shocks and also various lagged values (the change in lagged expected future 
inflation, interest rates, the output gap, the money demand shock, and the aggregate 
demand shock). This particular Taylor-type relation was created with a combination 
of equations—the solution o f the money demand and supply curves for interest rates, 
the Fisher identity, and the ‘IS’ curve for expected future output3. But other Taylor- 
type relationships could be created with combinations of other equations, including 
the solution equations, generated by the model. They will all exhibit autocorrelation
3 From the money demand and money supply equation, y/2&Rt ~ nt ~ m +  +  As, —ft, .
Substitute for Et_xyt+x from the IS curve and then inside that for real interest rates from the Fisher 
identity giving y/2AR, =7tf -  w  +  ^ /,(^){^(A^ - A £ ’,_1/r,+1) + Ay, -A v ,}  + As, - p , ; then, rearrange 
this as(i//2- ^ ) A ( R , - R * )  =  ( ^ - m ) - ^ A E t_^,+x+ f A ( y t - y  ) _ * A v ,+ A s , - / 4  , where the 
constants R* and y* have been subtracted from Rt and yt respectively, exploiting the fact that when 
differenced they disappear. Finally,
Rt = #-*+n'+Yx~\nt- x) +vax{ y , - y ) - ¥ x X ' x^ ,+rx'l^ ,-rx~x^ ) * 
where we have used the steady state property that R* = r* +  7t* and m = 7t*.
10
and contemporaneous correlation with output and inflation, clearly of different sorts 
depending on the combinations used.
It follows when econometricians estimate a Taylor-type equation as regression they 
would never know what they are really estimating although they might believe or 
assume they do. They would, of course, be able to retrieve the parameters of the 
proposed equation. But the estimates they obtain would hardly provide any useful 
information for understanding the Fed’s behaviour simply because the equation 
itself—and henceforth its estimates—could be anything, thus unidentified. It follows 
that existing views that are backed by ‘evidence’ from Taylor rule regressions on the 
US post-war monetary policy are in general unreliable; unless the modeller knows 
from other sources that the Fed is indeed pursuing a Taylor rule or he is lucky enough 
to have specified a Taylor-type equation that is functionally the same as what is being 
followed, he is doomed to be fooled by a bunch of uninformative estimates, falling a 
victim of identification failure4.
All the above applies to any simple-rule modelling of monetary behaviour basing on 
the regression method, regardless of the policy function chosen. However, if the 
modeller takes the alternative of including the specified ‘rule’ into a complete DSGE 
model with rational expectations and estimates it as part of the latter using full 
information methods as some recent examples—Smets and Wouters (2003), Lubik 
and Schorfheide (2004), Onatski and Williams (2004) and Ireland (2007)—have done, 
he would be able to circumvent the confusion and ensure that the estimates are 
correctly interpreted.
This is because the rational-expectations mechanism would impose a set of over­
identifying restrictions through the expectations terms which involve in principle all 
the model parameters, including those of the ‘monetary rule’. Thus when the 
expectations terms are substituted for, there would in general be more reduced-form
4 While one may argue that various announcements, proposals and reports published by the central 
bank directly reveal to econometricians the bank’s reaction function. However, what the Fed actually 
does is not necessarily the same thing as what its officials and governors say it does. So these 
documents while illuminating can complement but cannot substitute for econometric evidence.
11
parameters than structural parameters to ensure that the model is over-identified. In 
other words if the econometrician posits a monetary rule—say, a Taylor rule—and 
estimates it together with the rest of the model basing on full information methods, he 
would retrieve its coefficients as parts of the structural parameters without any 
confusion. Of course he would never confuse the rule he assumes with other model 
equations or the linear combinations of these as the latter are effectively restricted; 
nor would he ever confuse it with other policy alternatives as these would change the 
over-identifying restrictions and therefore the appearance of the reduced-form 
model—a point first made by Lucas (1976) in his ‘critique’ against conventional 
evaluation of optimal policy at the time. Thus modelling the existing monetary 
behaviour with differing rules and comparing one to another via full model estimation 
is completely possible.
However, the identification problem does not go away, even when a model is over­
identified in this way. This is because the decision of including a Taylor rule or other 
exogenous alternatives into a DSGE model is in general induced by the observation 
that they fit the data well in single-equation estimation. Yet since these ‘monetary 
rules’ are unidentified as regressions and they may represent some other joint 
behaviours of the true model and the true policy, including these into a complete 
model and estimating them as part of it may result in quite misleading implications 
about the true policy being followed due to model misspecifications. Of course the 
more precise the included ‘rule’ is, the less the model will be mis-specified and the 
better it will fit the data. Thus to detect such misspecification and also to find the 
better description of policy being followed one would need not only to estimate 
possible model alternatives but also to compare their fit to data by formal testing; then 
by ruling out those rejected by the data and picking up the best performer amongst the 
survivors it is possible to identify the less mis-specified monetary rule as part of the 
less mis-specified model. This method of identifying monetary policy will be 
extensively used in the following chapters. For now, we move on to the debate over 
the causes of the Great Moderation and see how understanding of the Fed’s behaviour 
could have directed the implications.
1.2 The Success of Great Moderation: a matter of policy or shocks?
12
One practical issue related to the study of prevailing monetary policy is how it would 
imply about the essence of Great Moderation which refers to the general improvement 
of economy in terms of stability. This occurred in the US in the early 1980s when the 
turbulence period since the breakdown of Bretton Woods ceased to prevail; the earlier 
episode is known as Great Acceleration or Great Inflation.
While a number of factors might have helped to explain the Great Moderation, 
improved policy and improved environment (in the form of milder shocks) are the 
two mostly focused on. Some studies have based the investigation on the real data 
with the aid o f time-series models and pointed to environment; others have chosen the 
alternative o f exploiting differing theories using the DSGE framework and pointed to 
policy. Yet, although these approaches are quite distinct on the analytical basis and 
have suggested rather conflicting views on the causes, the underlying principle 
governing these analyses is always to first identify the policy being followed and then 
decompose the data variability into policy and environment based on that 
identification. It follows one’s view on the Great Moderation is not only a matter of 
employed methodology but also one of believed policy.
1.2.1 The Time-series approach to Great Moderation: a method basing on 
‘facts’
The time-series approach to Great Moderation emphasizes the importance of 
decomposing the causes of the improvement basing on the real data. Most authors 
following this line have employed a structural VAR to reproduce the ‘facts’ and 
concluded with the help of that that the US Moderation was induced by luck when 
milder shocks caused the environment to improve. For example, Stock and Watson 
(2002) suggested over 70% of the reduced GDP volatility since the mid-80s was 
moderated by the decline of shocks to productivity, commodity prices and forecast 
errors; Primiceri (2005) focused on the rates of inflation and unemployment and 
argued that the Fed was innocent to the stagflation in the 70s; instead he attributed the 
predicament at the time mostly to non-policy shocks. While a similar conclusion was 
drawn by Gambetti, Pappa and Canova (2008), Sims and Zha (2006) found in the
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same vein that the best data-fitting model they had was one in which variation was 
only assumed to the variance of structural disturbance and that the observed inflation 
dynamics would not be much influenced even if alteration in monetary regime was 
allowed for.
The structural VAR analysis of this sort have used the VAR’s capacity to capture the 
facts and exploited its estimates across different subsamples to trace out the causes of 
change in the former. The logic underlying this approach is that, when actual data are 
fitted into a VAR, the factors that determine their variability will be fully reflected on 
the estimates of the coefficient matrix and the variance-covariance matrix of 
prediction errors; the former condenses the propagation mechanism (including the 
structure and monetary policy) of the economy while the latter takes into account the 
impact caused by exogenous disturbances. Thus, by analysing how these two matrices 
vary when data o f comparable episodes are fitted, it is possible to work out whether it 
is the change in the propagation mechanism or in the error variability that has caused 
the change in data variability. Of course to determine the exact causes these estimates 
need to be identified so that the message carried by the reduced-form models can be 
interpreted with economic meaning. While differing implications could be drawn as a 
result of open choice of identification schemes, most authors following this approach 
(including those just cited) have found it was the change in error variability that had 
dominated the change in US’ data variability. Thus, almost all structural VAR studies 
of US Moderation have pointed to good shocks as the main cause of the improvement 
and suggested the impact of change in monetary policy was trivial.
Clearly, by working from data to theory the structural VAR approach has the merit of 
ensuring that the analysis can well account for the facts. However, since identification 
is required for decomposing the causes of change in data basing on estimates of 
reduced-form models, the weakness of this method is also apparent. The problem ‘lies 
at the very heart’, as Benati and Surico (2009) have argued, is that, the supposed 
theoretical restrictions on which identification relies are in general incompetent in 
connecting the structure of a DSGE model to the structure o f a VAR. This is because 
the choice of such restrictions is ultimately an issue of believed structure and 
dynamics of the economy, whose ‘reasonableness’ is justified at the modeller’s
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discretion5. This vague and indeterminate linkage between the facts and theory has 
then resulted in a hole o f the method from which suspicions against its implications 
are often aroused—a problem of identification failure analogous to what would 
happen to Taylor rule regressions as the last section has considered. Thus, to 
circumvent confusion many authors have taken the alternative of basing their analyses 
directly on theories abstracted by DSGE models. This method is reviewed in what 
follows.
1.2.2 The DSGE approach to Great Moderation: a method basing on theories
The DSGE approach to Great Moderation is one in which argument is built directly 
on theory. By exploiting differing model simulations, this method aims at finding 
some sort of theory whose implied dynamics could best mimic what is observed in 
reality. The focus is on how changes in the propagation mechanism, especially the 
monetary regime, o f the model would affect the dynamic behaviour of the economy. 
Most authors following this approach have adopted the New Keynesian three- 
equation framework that consists of an ‘IS’ curve derived from the household’s 
optimization problem, a Phillips curve derived from the firm’s optimal price-setting 
decision and a monetary rule assumed pursued by the Fed—this last normally being a 
Taylor rule. Some have used a full DSGE model in which all micro-foundations are 
reserved for greater accuracy.
Basing on the mimicry o f counterfactual experiments, this approach generally 
suggests that the Great Moderation in US was largely a result of improved policy 
instead of luck; examples of this are Clarida, Gali and Gertler (2000), Lubik and 
Schorfheide (2004), Boivin and Giannoni (2006) and Benati and Surico (2009)6. The 
contrast was made between the differing dynamics driven by a ‘passive’ policy
5 This structure, of course, includes the monetary regime in place, and this is why a correct 
understanding of the existing monetary policy is so important in understanding the true causes of Great 
Moderation in structural VAR analyses.
6 Ireland (2007) is one exception. While arguing that the US economy improved as a result of improved 
policy, Ireland has defined such an improvement as having a more conservative (implicit) inflation 
target that is driven by several structural shocks. His argument has then effectively pointed to the 
environment as the determinant of the Moderation.
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assumed prevailed in the 1970s, and an ‘active’ policy of the later period when the 
Fed’s response to inflation was supposed stronger—this usually refers to the 
satisfaction of the Taylor Principle (that ensures the existence of a unique stable 
equilibrium); in general it requires that the interest rates’ response to inflation in the 
Taylor rule be greater than unity.
Thus a consensus theory advocated by these authors claims that the passive interest- 
rates response the Fed adopted in the 1970s had led the US economy into a region of 
indeterminacy, within which ‘sunspot fluctuations’ arose and appeared as the Great 
Acceleration as a result of (the private agents’) self-fulfilling behaviour; these 
sunspots then ceased in the early 80s when the Fed became more active in combating 
inflation, for which self-fulfillingness was effectively suppressed and the economy 
moved into a region of determinacy, terminating the turbulence and giving the rise of 
the Great Moderation.
The cornerstone of the above explanation is the assumption that the Fed was pursuing 
a passive Taylor-type policy in the 1970s and then switched to another qualitatively 
more active thereafter. One recent empirical justification of this is Lubik and 
Schorfheide (2004), who, building on the Bayesian approach, compared the 
conditional probabilities o f the US economy being respectively in a determinacy 
region and in an indeterminacy region with differing ‘structural’ priors. For all cases 
assumed they found the posterior probability suggested that the US economy was 
indeterminate before 1980 but was determinate afterwards. While they have allowed 
all parameters to change, it was rather consistent that their posterior estimates implied 
a passive pre-1980 Taylor rule and an active post-1980 rule. Clearly, another more 
conventional way of justifying this is to use ‘evidence’ from Taylor rule regressions 
directly estimated over the two subsamples.
However, while the New Keynesian-Taylor rule approach has presented a possible 
channel through which the transition from Great Acceleration to Great Moderation 
could have occurred, a crucial challenge to this explanation is the extent to which the 
proposed model has resembled the truth. Especially, since a Taylor rule regression is 
generally unidentified in single-equation estimation, including the estimate of it into a 
DSGE model and seeing it as the underlying policy may result in model
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misspecification that leads to quite distorted implications (again, a point discussed 
earlier in the last section). It follows that to use theory as such to explain the Great 
Moderation one has to ensure that the model he specifies is not strongly rejected by 
the data. This, too, requires formal testing of the whole model, including the supposed 
policy, for the selected data sample, just as what would be needed for identifying the 
underlying policy. Unfortunately, by focusing on the mimicry of counterfactual 
experiments this point seems to have been much overlooked by the existing studies.
1.2.3 Uncovering the true causes of the Great Moderation: some notes on the 
desired methodology and the role of monetary policy
The above has suggested that the choice of decomposition methodology and one’s 
understanding of the existing monetary policy are vital in implying the essence of the 
Great Moderation. The structural VAR approach builds on the facts reproduced by a 
time-series model and works from data to theory; it points to the environment. The 
New Keynesian-Taylor rule alternative exploits the mimicry of DSGE model 
simulations, with which it harmonizes theory with the facts; it points to the policy. 
This choice of analytical basis has determined that the two methods both bear clear 
strength and limitation: the former, while ensuring that the facts are well accounted 
for, has failed to conquer the pervasive problem of identification when it connects the 
facts to theory; the latter, where explanations are well justified by theory, is by itself 
incompetent in ensuring that they are too justified by the facts. Since causality can 
only be established by theory, which is valid only if it fits the facts, a fully satisfactory 
evaluation would require one to build on a DSGE model whose time-series properties 
are also compatible with the data so that the analysis is founded both in theory and in 
facts; it also suggests the two conventional methods just reviewed are effectively 
complements to each other for more comprehensive evaluations.
Another concealed issue pervaded the preceding is the subtle connection between 
one’s understanding about the Fed and his understanding about the Great Moderation. 
Existing literature seems to have taken little heed of this point; but what is implied for 
the latter is generally developed upon what is presumed for the former. In particular, 
the structural VAR approach decomposes the causes of change in data variability 
using theoretical restrictions including those suggested by the supposed monetary
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policy; the New Keynesian-Taylor rule alternative, however, for reproducing the 
resemblance in counterfactual experiments, has imposed that the Fed was pursuing a 
Taylor rule. The fact that the presumed monetary behaviour is directive in pointing 
the causes of the Great Moderation has determined that ensuring the truthfulness of 
the former is a matter of non-trivial importance. Thus a better description of monetary 
policy (whose representation is not rejected by the data) must be found. This goes 
back to what was discussed earlier in section 1.1. Indeed, since monetary policy is 
part of the structure of a DSGE model, this point was also implicitly advocated in the 
last concern about the desired methodology.
1.3 To Understand the Fed and the Great Moderation Better—what is the way 
forward?
The foregone thus suggests that understanding the Fed’s monetary behaviour and 
understanding the causes of the Great Moderation is virtually an identical problem of 
different scale. This is because investigation of the latter must be built upon a model 
description of the economy that spontaneously suggests the former; the problem in the 
heart is whether a model that is least rejected by the data (and hence closer to the truth) 
can be found. In other words it reduces to one of testing and ranking potential model 
candidates.
Thus, on uncovering the Fed’s monetary behaviour one could include into a DSGE 
model with differing policies to construct competing model versions and test which of 
these, with its over-identifying restrictions, could best mimic the features shown by 
the data. For example, one could build on the New Keynesian three-equation 
framework and feed the same system of ‘IS’ and Phillips curves with differing Taylor 
rules or other kinds of policy to detect which is the best description of the Fed’s 
behaviour. The advantage of fixing the demand and supply equations is that it ensures 
all the difference between competing models are caused singly by the assumed 
policies so that a better description of the Fed’s behaviour could be identified simply 
by ranking the models’ fit to data. Any regime version that one considers possible 
could in principle be included and tested in the same way. O f course, one could also 
adopt other demand/supply structure and test for the Fed’s policy based on that; but he
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should ensure that differing policies are evaluated on the same basis to preserve 
comparability.
This method can also be extended easily to chasing the causes of the Great 
Moderation since it is essentially a way of uncovering the better model description of 
the economy. Yet in this context one would be required to test and rank competing 
model versions in both episodes to find the best representation of each. In particular, 
unless structural variations are allowed for, one should ensure that the baseline 
framework he uses is also consistent across samples such that once the least rejected 
models for both episodes are found he can decompose the data variability purely 
between policy and environment. But this restriction could be released when one 
considers there is a need for taking int o account the possible impact caused by 
‘structural breaks’.
1.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have reviewed the recent literature in modelling the US post-war 
monetary policy and the causes of the Great Moderation; the focus is on the 
evaluation methods of these and the connection between understanding of the former 
and implication of the latter. As it stands the main difficulty pervading the research 
along these lines is the problem of identification that typically occurs in the estimation 
of existing monetary policy using Taylor rule regressions and in decomposing the 
causes of the Great Moderation basing on structural VARs. The problem also spreads 
to the alternative method of building the analysis on a complete DSGE model 
abstracted directly from the theory via the inclusion of the supposed monetary policy. 
However, since DSG E models are helpf ul both in over-identifying the supposed 
policy and in establishing causality of data variability, building the analysis on these 
is an option that kills two birds with one stone. But one must ensure that the model he 
has chosen is not rejected the data, thus also accounts for the facts. This reduces the 
problem to one o f testing and ranking competing DSGE models with differing 
monetary policies. Once the best representation of the economy is found, the Fed’s 
underlying behaviour would be readily identified as part of the least rejected model. 
One can also develop this further to decompose the causes of change in data
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variability while ensuring the analysis is founded both in theory and in facts. This 
exercise is performed in the chapters to follow.
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Chapter 2
Taylor Rule or Optimal Timeless Policy? Reconsidering the 
Fed’s monetary behaviour since the early 1980s
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Introduction
The last chapter has suggested that to circumvent the pervasive problem of 
identification encountered the conventional method of modelling monetary policy one 
has to evaluate possible candidates in the context of a complete DSGE model and 
compare their performance via formal testing against the data. This chapter takes the 
Moderation episode as an example to demonstrate how this method is used. In 
particular, it reconsiders the Fed’s monetary behaviour since the early 1980s by 
comparing several popular regime versions that earlier efforts are mostly concerned; 
these being the optimal timeless policy, the original Taylor rule and its ‘interest-rates- 
smoothed’ version. These candidates are fitted into a simple New Keynesian model 
with standard calibrations and distinguished according to their capacity in replicating 
the dynamics and size of the data based on the method of indirect inference. The 
exercise suggests the only model version that fails to be strongly rejected is the 
optimal timeless policy. This version is also shown to account for the widespread 
finding of apparent ‘Taylor rules’ and ‘interest rates smoothing’ in the data, even 
though neither represents the Fed’s true policy. This last illustrates the identification 
problem of Taylor rule estimation as pointed in chapter 1.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: section 2.1 outlines the baseline New 
Keynesian model and the rules to be tested; section 2.2 explains the method of testing 
using indirect inference and sets out the finding that the Fed pursued an optimal 
timeless policy; section 2.3 discusses how this policy can be misinterpreted as Taylor 
rules under the perspective o f single-equation estimation; section 2.4 concludes.
2.1 A Simple New Keynesian Model for Interest Rates, Output Gap and 
Inflation Determination
A common practice among New Keynesian authors in monetary policy analysis is to 
set up a full DSGE model with representative agents and reduce it to a three-equation 
framework that consists of an ‘IS’ curve, a Phillips curve and a monetary policy rule
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(Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999, 2000), Rotemberg and Woodford (1997, 1998), 
Walsh (2003)). This is also the approach taken here.
Under rational expectations, the ‘IS’ curve derived from the household’s optimisation 
problem and the Phillips curve derived from the firm’s optimal price-setting 
behaviour given Calvo (1983) contract can be shown as:
x , = E ,x ,*\ -  (—)(T -  E ,x m ) +  v,
[2.1]
71, =  PE,7Cm +pc,+ K U [22] 
where xt is the output gap, it is the deviation of interest rates from its steady-state 
value, n t is the price inflation, and v, and u™ are interpreted as ‘demand 
disturbance’ and ‘supply disturbance’, respectively7.
This model can be closed by adding to it a monetary policy equation; this normally 
being a Taylor rule in the New Keynesian literature, but other policy alternatives is 
completely possible. This chapter selects the three popular regime versions widely 
suggested for the US economy; these are the optimal timeless policy when the Fed 
commits to minimize a typical social welfare loss function, the original Taylor rule 
[1.1], and its ‘interest-rates-smoothed’ version [1.2].
Many normative monetary policy studies in the literature focusing on Taylor rules 
have argued that policies o f the sort are roughly ‘optimal’. Here, the optimal timeless 
rule is introduced and compared to these as by pursuing the timeless optimum the Fed 
is assumed acting more precisely an optimizing role. This optimal timeless rule is 
derived by minimizing the typical quadratic social welfare loss function
SWL, = X~ \.ax] +^-,2] with respective to the constraint of the economy summarised
by the Phillips curve [2.2]. Following the idea of Woodford (1999) of ignoring the 
initial conditions confronting the Fed at the regime’s inception, it shows, if the Fed
7 y  and K  are functions of other structural parameters and some steady-state relations—see table 2.3 
for calibrations in the next section. Full derivation of the baseline model is available in Supporting 
Annex.
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was a strict, consistent optimizer, it would have kept inflation always equal to a fixed 
fraction of the first difference of the output gap such that
n, [2.3]
7
where a  is the relative weight it put on loss from output variations against inflation 
variations, Y reflects the Phillips curve constraint (regarding stickiness) it faced; a 
full derivation of this is shown in the Supporting Annex.
Note that this optimal timeless rule, compared to Taylor rules of the standard sort, is 
implicit. Unlike typical Taylor rules that specify systematic policy instrument 
response to economic conditions, the optimal timeless rule distinguishes itself by 
setting an ‘optimal trade-off between the economic outcomes—here, excess inflation 
is ‘punished’ by a fall in the output growth rate. Svensson and Woodford (2004) 
categorized this kind of ‘targeting rule’ as ‘high-level monetary policy’; they argued 
that by connecting the central bank’s monetary principle to its ultimate policy 
objectives this rule has the advantage of being more transparent and robust, although 
compared to the ‘low-level’ instrument rules—like Taylor rules—it has more 
difficulty in ensuring determinacy (a diagrammatic illustration of the working of the 
timeless rule model is shown in the next chapter; a comparison of this with Taylor 
rule based on model impulse responses is revealed in chapter 4).
Thus, implementation of the optimal timeless rule in practice would require the Fed to 
fully understand the model (including the shocks hitting the economy) and set the 
policy instrument (the Fed rates e.g.) to whatever supports such an optimal trade-off. 
Yet in practice it would be reasonable to allow for the Fed to make a ‘trembling hand’ 
managerial error in execution, like any policy mistake it would make in pursuit of 
typical Taylor rules8.
8 However, given that the connotation of the optimal timeless policy differs substantially from that of 
typical Taylor-type policies, interpretations of such policy error in these two different cases are slightly 
different.
We have said in chapter 1 (pp.7) that the trembling-hand error in a Taylor rule could reflect the Fed’s 
occasional discretionary policy response to something unaccounted in the announced rule or its pure 
managerial error in execution o f such policy. Under the optimal timeless rule this trembling-hand error 
has a broader sense. The main difference is in that in pursuit of the optimal timeless policy the Fed is 
assumed to first solve the model and then set the Fed rates to whatever is required for realization of the 
optimal trade-off between inflation and output growth shown by [2.3]. ‘Policy error’ in this case,
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Thus the three pseudo economies with differing monetary policies are readily 
constructed and comparable. These are summarised in table 2.19:
Table 2.1: Models to be tested
Model one ( with optimal timeless policy)
‘IS’ curve = E, x,+i ~ (—)(? -  Et * ,+i ) + v, v< = AV, + <<j
Phillips curve 7T, = /3Et7Tt+, +PC,+  K u f u: = puX -i + < '
Policy rule X, X,-1 ) + £  £  = P& -1 + ef r
Model two ( with the original Taylor rule)
‘IS’ curve = E ,x ,+x ~  ( ~ )(?  ~  E, * ,+i ) + v, v, = pvv,_, + evt a
Phillips curve n t =  f3Et7zt+l + pc,+  Kuff u:  = p X -, + <
Policy rule i f  = 7 tf  + 0.5* , + 0.5(ftf -  0.02) + 0 .0 2 + £
The transformed
policy rule Tt = 1.5ft, +0.125*, +4't £  = p ^  + ef
Model three (with ‘interest-rates-smoothed’ Taylor rule [1.2])
‘IS’ curve = E, -  (—) (X  -  E t n ,+x ) + v, Vr = PvV, + <cr
Phillips curve n , =  /3E,7rt+l + pc,+  K u f  = p^ t_x
Policy rule i f  = (1 ~ P)\pt + ( f t f - f t ')  + yxx, ] + pif_x + 4,
The transformed
policy rule ? = (i-p)\y*nt + / xx , ] + p X -  i + £  4'l = PtCl+ef
besides reflecting the disturbances just mentioned, thus means more broadly to include the Fed’s 
general failure in getting the model and hence the required Fed rates correctly solved. In practice this 
can mean the Fed’s imperfect understanding of the model or in the case where the model is well 
understood its inability to correctly identify and react to the demand and supply shocks.
9 Note it has assumed an AR(1) process for all disturbances to the structural equations to capture 
possible omitted variables. It also transforms the Taylor rules to quarterly versions so that the 
frequency of interest rates and inflation is consistent with other variables in the model—all constants 
are dropped as demeaned, detrended data will be used (See ‘data’ part in section 2.2.2 to follow).
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Note that these models are different solely in the policies being followed. Hence by 
comparing their capacity to fit the real data, one should be able to tell which rule, 
when included in a simple New Keynesian framework, provides the best explanation 
of the facts and therefore the most appropriate description of the underlying policy. 
This exercise is performed in section 2.2 in what follows.
2.2 Confronting the Models with Facts
2.2.1 The method of indirect inference
To evaluate the models’ performance in fitting the real data this thesis uses the 
method of indirect inference proposed in Minford, Theodoridis and Meenagh (2009)10. 
The approach involves using an auxiliary model that is completely independent of the 
theoretical one to produce a description of the data against which the performance of 
the theory is evaluated indirectly. Such a description can be summarised either by the 
estimated parameters of the auxiliary model or by functions of these; these are called 
the descriptors of the data and are treated as the ‘reality’; the theoretical model being 
evaluated is then simulated to find its implied values for these.
Indirect inference has been widely used in the estimation of structural models (e.g., 
Smith (1993), Gregory and Smith (1991, 1993), Gourieroux et al. (1993), Gourieroux 
and Monfort (1996) and Canova (2005)). Yet here a different use of indirect inference 
is made as our aim is to evaluate models that are already calibrated. The common 
element is the use of an auxiliary time series model. In estimation the parameters of 
the structural model are chosen such that when this model is simulated it generates 
estimates of the auxiliary model similar to those obtained from the actual data. The 
optimal choices of parameters for the structural model are those that minimise the 
distance between a given function of the two sets of estimated coefficients of the 
auxiliary model. Common choices of this function are the actual coefficients, the
10 See Meenagh, Minford and Wickens (2009) and Le, et al. (2009, 2011) for more applications of this 
approach. Le et al. (2011) deals with a wide range of practical issues raised by this approach.
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scores or the impulse response functions. In model evaluation the parameters of the 
structural model are taken as given. The aim is to compare the performance of the 
auxiliary model estimated on simulated data derived from the given estimates of a 
structural model—which is taken as a true model of the economy, the null 
hypothesis—with the performance of the auxiliary model when estimated from the 
actual data. If the structural model is correct then its predictions about the impulse 
responses, moments and time series properties of the data should statistically match 
those based on the actual data. The comparison is based on the distributions of the two 
sets of parameter estimates of the auxiliary model, or of functions of these estimates.
The testing procedure thus involves first constructing the errors implied by the 
previously estimated/calibrated structural model and the data. These are called the 
structural errors and are backed out directly from the equations and the data11. These 
errors are then bootstrapped and used to generate for each bootstrap new data based 
on the structural model. An auxiliary time series model is then fitted to each set of 
data and the sampling distribution of the coefficients of the auxiliary time series 
model is obtained from these estimates of the auxiliary model. A Wald statistic is then 
computed to determine whether functions of the parameters of the time series model 
estimated on the actual data lie in some confidence interval implied by this sampling 
distribution.
Following Minford, Theodoridis and Meenagh (2009), this thesis takes a VAR(l) for 
the three macro variables (interest rates, output gap and inflation) as the appropriate 
auxiliary model and treats as the descriptors of the data the nine VAR(l) coefficients 
and the three variances of the involved variables. The Wald statistic is computed from 
these12. Thus effectively it is testing whether the observed dynamics and volatility of 
the chosen variables are explained by the simulated joint distribution of these at a 
given confidence level. The Wald statistic is given by:
11 Some equations may involve calculation of expectations. The method used here is the robust 
instrumental variables estimation suggested by McCallum (1976) and Wickens (1982): here the lagged 
endogenous data are set as instruments and the fitted values are calculated from a VAR(l)—this also 
being the auxiliary model chosen in what follows.
12 Note that the VAR impulse response functions, the co-variances, as well as the auto/cross 
correlations o f the left-hand-side variables will all be implicitly examined when the VAR coefficient 
matrix is considered, since the former are functions of the latter.
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where O is the vector of VAR estimates of the chosen data descriptors just
mentioned, with O and Z (00) representing, respectively, the mean and variance-
covariance matrix of these implied by bootstrap simulations13. This whole test 
procedure can be illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 2.1 as follows:
Figure 2.1: The Principle o f  Testing using Indirect Inference
Panel A:
Model(s) to be tested
1 (Bootstrap simulations) 
Simulated data
I
VAR representation 
1
Distribution(s) o f the VAR inference
Actual data 
I
VAR representation 
1
The VAR inference (the ‘reality’) vs.
V____
Y
Wald statistic
Panel B:
m
0.05  —
13 Smith (1993), for his demonstration of model estimation, originally used VAR(2) as the auxiliary 
model. His VAR included the logged output and the logged investment and he tried to maximize the 
model’s capacity in fitting the dynamic relation between these. To this end he included the ten VAR 
coefficients (including two constants) in his vector of data descriptors. Here, since a VAR(1) is chosen 
to provide a parsimonious description of the data and the models are tested against their capacity in 
fitting the data’s dynamic relations and size, the vector of chosen data descriptors includes nine VAR(1) 
coefficients and the three data variances. No constant is included since demeaned de-trended data are 
used (See ‘data’ part in 2.2.2 below). Chapter 4 (4.3.1), for checking robustness, also extends the 
exercise to one in which differing orders of VAR are tried. It turns out that the choice of VAR order in 
the context here is really merely a matter of setting the test’s rejection power.
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While the first panel in Figure 2.1 summarises the main steps of the methodology just 
described, the ‘mountain-shaped’ diagram in panel B gives an example of how the 
‘reality’ is compared to model predictions using the Wald test when two parameters 
of the auxiliary model are considered. Suppose the real-data estimates of these are 
given at R  and there are two models to be tested, each implies a joint distribution of 
these parameters shown by the ‘mountains’ ( a  and/?). Since R lies outside the 95% 
contour of a , it would reject this model at 95% confidence level; the other model that 
generated /? would not be rejected, however, since R lies inside. In practice there are 
usually more than two parameters to be considered and henceforth the test is carried 
out by the Wald statistic of [2.4].
The joint distribution mentioned above is a bootstrap distribution simulated from 
bootstrapping the innovations implied by the data and the theoretical model and it is 
therefore an estimate of the small sample distribution14. Such a distribution is 
generally more accurate for small samples than the asymptotic distribution; it is also 
shown to be consistent by Le, et al. (2011) given that the Wald statistic is 
‘asymptotically pivotal’; they also showed it had quite good accuracy in small sample 
Montecarlo experiments15.
2.2. 2 Data and calibration
Data
To test the Fed’s monetary policy in the Great Moderation this chapter employs the 
quarterly data published by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis from 1982 to 
200716. Most discussions of the Fed’s behaviour (especially those based on Taylor 
rules) are concerned with the periods that begin sometime in the 1980s but here 1982
14 The bootstraps in the tests here are all drawn as time vectors so that any contemporaneous correlation 
between the innovations will be preserved.
15 Specifically, they found that the bias due to bootstrapping was just over 2% at the 95% confidence 
level and 0.6% at the 99% level.
16 Data base o f  Federal Bank o f St. Louis: http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/
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is chosen as the starting point because many (including Bemanke and Mihov, 1998, 
and Clarida, Gali and Gertler, 2000) have argued that it was around then that the Fed 
switched from using non-borrowed reserves to setting the Funds rate as the instrument 
of monetary policy. Taylor (1993) originally suggested a later starting point for his 
specification and plainly one could choose a variety of different sample periods and 
test for that; a robustness check regarding this point is deferred to chapter 4.
The tests measure it as the deviation of current Fed rate from the steady-state value 
which is interpreted here as a linear trend (at a quarterly rate for compatibility with 
the quarterly inflation rate); output gap xt is approximated by the percentage
17deviation of real GDP from its HP-trend value ; quarterly inflation nt is defined as
the log difference between current CPI and the one captured in the last quarter. The 
data are also demeaned for simplicity. These are plotted in figure 2.2; the unit root test 
results are reported in table 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Demeaned-detrended Data o f Interest Rates, Output Gap and Inflation
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17 Note by defining the output gap as the HP-filtered log output it has effectively assumed that the HP 
trend approximates the flexible-price output in line with the bulk of other empirical work. To estimate 
the flexible-price output from the full DSGE model that underlies the three-equation representation 
here, one would need to specify that model in detail, estimate the structural shocks within it and fit the 
model to the unfiltered data, in order to estimate the output that would have resulted from these shocks 
under flexible prices. This is a substantial undertaking lying well beyond the scope of this thesis, 
though something worth pursuing in future work.
Le et al. (2011) test the Smets and Wouters (2003) US model by the same methods as used here. This 
has a Taylor rule that responds to flexible-price output. It is also close to the timeless optimum rule 
since, besides inflation, it responds mainly not to the level of the output gap but to its rate of change 
and also has strong persistence so that these responses cumulate strongly. Le et al. find that the best 
empirical representation of the output gap treats the output trend as a linear or HP trend instead of the 
flexible-price output—this Taylor rule is used in the best-fitting ‘weighted’ models for both the full 
sample and the sample from 1984. Thus while in principle the output trend should be the flexprice 
output solution, it may be that in practice these models capture this rather badly so that it performs less 
well than the linear or HP trends.
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Table 2.2: Unit Root Test for Stationarity
Time series 5% critical value ADF test statistics p-values*
X -1.94 -2.8 0.0053
x, -1.94 -2.95 0.0035
-1.94 -3.60 0.0004
Note: denotes the Mackinnon (1996) one-sided p-values; H0: the time series has a unit root.
Since the data are mean-deviations, a VAR(l) representation of them contains no 
constant but only nine parameters in the autoregressive coefficient matrix. Also, the 
use of such data requires dropping the constants in any equation of the models as well. 
This explains why the two transformed Taylor rules involved in model two and three 
have no constant at all.
Calibration
The values of model parameters chosen are those commonly calibrated and accepted 
for the US economy in the literature. These are listed in table 2.3 as follows:
Table 2.3: Calibration of Model Parameters
P  time discount factor 0.99
<J inverse of elasticity of intertemporal consumption 2
TJ inverse of elasticity of labour 3
CD Calvo contract price non-adjusting probability 0.53
G/Y steady-state government expenditure to output ratio 0.23
Y/C steady-state output to consumption ratio 1/0.77 (implied)
K  ^ _ (1 -  a>)(l -  cofi) 0 42 (implied)
co
Y r  = K(T1 + a L ) 2.36 (implied)
0  price elasticity of demand 6
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a / y = Q 1 18parameter driving the optimal timeless policy 1/6 (implied)
P degree of interest rates smoothness 0.76
r , interest rates response to inflation 1.44
r'x interest rates response to output gap 0.14
Pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance 0.91 (sample estimate)
p u» autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance 0.82 (sample estimate)
P i autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance: model one 0.35 (sample estimate)
P i autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance: model two 0.37 (sample estimate)
P i autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance: model three 0.31 (sample estimate)
As table 2.3 shows, the quarterly time discount rate is calibrated as 0.99, implying an 
approximately 1% quarterly (or equivalently 4% annual) rate of interest in steady state, 
cr and t] are set to as high as 2 and 3 respectively as in Carlstrom and Fuerst (2008), 
who emphasized on the values’ consistency with the inelasticity of both intertemporal 
consumption decision and labour supply shown by the US data. The Calvo price 
stickiness of 0.53 and the price elasticity of demand of 6 are both taken from Kuester, 
Muller and Stolting (2009). These values imply a contract length of more than three 
quarters19, while the constant mark-up of price to nominal marginal cost is 1.2. The 
implied steady-state output-consumption ratio of 1/0.77 is calculated based on the 
steady-state ratio of government expenditure over output of 0.23 calibrated in Foley 
and Taylor (2004). The Taylor rule tested in model three follows the calibration in 
Carlstrom and Fuerst (2008), where the interest rates’ response to a unit change in 
inflation and output gap are 1.44 and 0.14 respectively, with the degree of 
‘smoothness’ of 0.76. The last five lines in table 2.3 also report the autoregressive 
coefficients of the structural errors implied by the models, which are all sample 
estimates based on the real data20. Notice that both of the demand and supply shocks
18 Nistico (2007) showed the relative weight a  is equal to the ratio of the slope of the Phillips curve to 
the price elasticity of demand, namely, a  = y / 6 .
19 To be accurate, 2(1 — (o)~x — 1 »  3.26.
20 These estimates are all significant at 5% significance level.
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are shown to be highly persistent, in contrast to the policy shocks reflected in all the 
three models.
2.2. 3 Evaluating the models’ performance—the test results
This section presents the test results for the three models considered; these are based 
on the VAR parameters and the data variances. Since there are three endogenous 
variables, the VAR(l) representation generates twelve components: the nine VAR 
coefficients and the three variances21. The tests calculate two kinds of Wald statistic 
(called ‘directed’ Wald statistics) according to the aspects of the data the models are 
asked to fit: here the dynamics and the volatility of the data. Another ‘full’ Wald 
statistic where the two properties are simultaneously considered is also calculated to 
measure the models’ overall performance. In both cases the Wald statistic is reported 
as a percentile, i.e. the percentage point where the data value comes in the bootstrap 
distribution. The test results in detail are as follows:
Model one (with optimal timeless policy)
Table 2.4 below summarises the test results regarding the dynamic properties of 
model one:
Table 2.4: Individual VAR Coefficients and the Directed Wald Statistic
VAR(l) 95% 95% Values estimated In/Out
Coefficients lower bound upper bound with real data
Pn 0.6454 0.9420 0.8017 In
Pn -0.0844 0.0439 0.0834 OuJ
/?13 -0.1774 0.0991 0.0112 In
P2\ -0.2589 0.2578 -0.2711 Qui
P22 0.6685 0.9105 0.9009 In
21 The VAR(l) is assumed as follows: i, " A i A l 2 a 3 " h- 1x, = A 2 2 / ^ 2 3
_ 0 3 * ^ 3 3 . _
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A3 - 0.4037 0.1871 - 0.1090 In
Ai -0.1821 0.1595 -0.0187 In
A2 - 0.0434 0.1361 0.1428 Out
A3 0.1010 0.4976 0.2552 In
Directed Wald percentile 98.2
(for dynamics)
According to table 2.4, three out of the nine real-data-based estimates of the VAR 
coefficients that reflect the actual dynamics are found to lie outside their 
corresponding 95% bounds implied by the theoretical model. Specifically, the 
response of interest rates to the lagged output gap and the response of output gap to 
the lagged interest rates, as well as the response of inflation to the lagged output gap, 
are all shown to be more aggressive than what the theoretical model would predict. In 
particular, the interest rates’ response to the lagged output gap in reality is more than 
twice as great as what could be generated from model simulations. Overall, the 
directed Wald statistic is reported as 98.2; this indicates the model’s success in 
capturing the actual dynamics at the 99% confidence level, although it clearly fails at 
the more conventional 95% level. Clearly, all the DSGE models here have problems 
fitting the data closely; yet the main purpose here is to rank these and to see if one of 
these stands out as relatively acceptable.
Turning to the volatility o f the data, table 2.5 below shows the extent to which this is 
explained by the theoretical model:
Table 2.5: Volatility of the Endogenous Variables and the Directed Wald Statistic
Volatility of the 
endogenous variables
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values calculated 
with real data
In/Out
var(/) 0.0102 0.0450 0.0171 In
var(*) 0.0411 0.1601 0.0951 In
var(/r) 0.0094 0.0206 0.0153 In
Directed Wald percentile 
(for volatility)
10.4
Note: Values reported in table 2.5 are magnified by 1000 times as their original values.
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As table 2.5 shows, not only are all three variances within their individual 95% 
bounds but also the directed Wald percentile is 10.4. That is, at the confidence level of 
95%, the observed volatility is not only individually, but also jointly explained by the 
theoretical model—with such a low Wald statistic, they are very close to the joint 
means of the variances.
Note that by using the directed Wald the above have been examining the theoretical 
model’s partial capacities in explaining the data. To evaluate the model’s overall 
performance, however, the full Wald statistic needs to be calculated. This is reported 
in table 2.6 as 96.5; hence the null hypothesis that the theoretical model explains both 
the actual dynamics and volatilities is easily accepted at the 99% confidence level and 
only marginally rejected at 95%.
Table 2.6: The Full Wald Statistic
The concerned model properties Full Wald percentile
Dynamics + Volatility 96.5
To summarise, model one does not only provide a rough explanation for the actual 
dynamics, but also precisely captures the volatility shown by the real data; its overall 
fitness in explaining the data is fairly good as DSGE models go and we may consider 
it as a reasonable approximation to the real-world economy.
Model two (with the original Taylor rule)
Leaving the economic environment (i.e., the ‘IS’ and Phillips curves) unchanged, 
model two replaces the optimal timeless rule assumed in model one with the original 
Taylor rule, widely regarded as a good description of the Fed’s monetary policy from 
the late 1980s until at least the early 1990s. The rule’s performance in mimicking the 
real dynamics for our sample chosen is reported as follows:
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Table 2.7: Individual VAR Coefficients and the Directed Wald Statistic
VAR(l)
Coefficients
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values estimated 
with real data
In/Out
A . 0.6139 1.1165 0.8017 In
A  2 - 0.0743 0.2385 0.0834 In
A  3 - 0.3098 0.2977 0.0112 In
A21 - 0.1571 0.3175 -0.2711 Out
A22 0.6112 0.8960 0.9009 Out
A23 - 0.4316 0.1654 - 0.1090 In
A31 - 0.1055 0.6202 -0.0187 In
A32 - 0.1457 0.1983 0.1428 In
A33 -0.0043 0.6596 0.2552 In
Directed Wald percentile 
(for dynamics)
100
Table 2.7 reveals that, while most of the real-data-based estimates of the VAR 
coefficients are individually captured by the 95% bounds implied by model 
simulations, the output gap’s responses to the lagged interest rates and to its own 
lagged value are found to exceed their corresponding lower bound and upper bound, 
respectively. Overall, the directed Wald statistic is reported as 100, suggesting there is 
no hope at all for the theoretical model to generate a joint distribution of the VAR 
coefficients that simultaneously explains the ones observed in reality. The theoretical 
model thus is totally rejected by the Wald test for the dynamics.
Yet the model can still explain the data volatility reasonably well, as shown in table 
2.8. It generates slight excessive interest rates and inflation variances, but ideally 
matches series the variance of the output gap. The directed Wald statistic for the 
variances is 91.5, comfortably accepted therefore at 95%.
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Table 2.8: Volatility of the Endogenous Variables and the Directed Wald Statistic
Volatility of the 
endogenous variables
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values calculated 
with real data
In/Out
var(/) 0.0604 0.2790 0.0171 Out
var(jt) 0.0400 0.1527 0.0951 In
var(/r) 0.0475 0.1672 0.0153 Out
Directed Wald percentile 
(for volatility)
91.5
Note: Values reported in table 2.8 are magnified by 1000 times as their original values.
Lastly, table 2.9 shows the full Wald statistic as 100. This is hardly surprising since it 
fails so badly to capture the dynamics of the data.
Table 2.9: The Full Wald Statistic
The concerned model properties Full Wald percentile
Dynamics + Volatility 100
Thus the results above suggest model two, where the original Taylor rule is set as the 
fundamental monetary policy, has only partially captured the characteristics shown by 
the data; unless the discussions are focused exclusively on the ‘size’ of the economy’s 
fluctuations, such a model is not to be taken as a realistic description of the prevailing 
economic reality.
Model three (with ‘interest-rates-smoothed’ Taylor rule [1.2])
In this last model a calibrated Taylor rule version whose specification reflects the 
feature of ‘interest rates smoothing’ is assumed to be the underlying policy reaction 
function. This rule suggests to set interest rates as a weighted average of what was set 
in the last period and what would be required had the original Taylor rule been 
followed, with the weights being the degree of ‘policy inertia’ and its complement, 
respectively. While ‘interest-rates-smoothed’ Taylor rules of this sort are commonly 
claimed to be supported by empirical evidence as representing the Fed’s underlying
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policy (e.g., Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999, 2000), Rotemberg and Woodford (1997, 
1998)), the test results of this model version are revealed as follows:
Table 2.10: Individual VAR Coefficients and the Directed Wald Statistic
VAR(l)
Coefficients
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values estimated 
with real data
In/Out
A . 0.7228 0.9470 0.8017 In
P n - 0.0168 0.1287 0.0834 In
P n - 0.0029 0.1553 0.0112 In
P l \ - 0.1424 0.2095 -0.2711 Out
P l l 0.6551 0.8971 0.9009 Out
P 23 - 0.2840 -0.0046 - 0.1090 In
A i - 0.1668 0.4706 -0.0187 In
P 3 2 -0.1260 0.2655 0.1428 In
P 3 3 0.0830 0.5427 0.2552 In
Directed Wald percentile 
(for dynamics)
99.9
Table 2.10 summarises how the actual dynamics are explained by the theoretical 
model. Again, except for the output gap’s responses to the lagged interest rates and to 
its own lagged value, all dynamic relationships shown by the real data are individually 
captured by the simulated 95% bounds. Yet, the directed Wald statistic reported is as 
high as 99.9, indicating that the theoretical model can hardly be used for explaining 
the observed dynamics, as the set of real-data-based estimates of the VAR coefficients 
is not captured by the joint distribution of these across model simulations, even at a 
99% confidence level22.
Turning to the data volatility, table 2.11 shows the model has merely correctly 
mimicked the variance of the output gap but has evoked too much for both the interest
22 These are rather similar to the results for model two.
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rates and inflation; the directed Wald statistic is reported as 99.4, implying the model 
is not a proper explanation for the observed volatility, either.
Table 2.11: Volatility of the Endogenous Variables and the Directed Wald Statistic
Volatility of the 
endogenous variables
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values calculated 
with real data
In/Out
var(z) 0.0229 0.1174 0.0171 Out
var(x) 0.0380 0.1430 0.0951 In
var(^) 0.0532 0.1158 0.0153 Out
Directed Wald percentile 
(for volatility)
99.4
Note: Values reported in table 2.11 are magnified by 1000 times as their original values.
Indeed, the poor explanatory power of model three is not only detected by the directed 
Wald statistics but also the full Wald statistic when its overall fit to data is evaluated: 
note table 2.12 suggests a full Wald statistic of 99.9; this is another way of saying that 
it is almost impossible for the model to resemble the dynamics and ‘size’ of the data 
simultaneously. The implication is that this version with ‘interest-rates-smoothed’ 
Taylor rule is, in general, not a good proxy for the real-world economy.
Table 2.12: The Full Wald Statistic
The concerned model properties Full Wald percentile
Dynamics + Volatility 99.9
2.3 Reconsidering the Prevailing Monetary Policy in the Light of the Test 
Results
2.3.1 The best-fitting monetary policy rule in the US
What the last section has evaluated are three model versions that differ solely in 
monetary policy being pursued. It follows by ranking these models performance in
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fitting the data one will be effectively considering whether such facts are more likely 
to have been generated with the optimal timeless policy or the original Taylor rule, or 
with a Taylor-type policy where the interest rates are ‘smoothed’23. The test results 
above summarised and ranked as follows:
Table 2.13: Summary of the Test Results
NK models Directed Wald percentiles 
(for dynamics)
Directed Wald percentiles 
(for volatility)
Full Wald percentiles
Model one 98.2 10.4 96.5
Model two 100 91.5 100
Model three 99.9 99.4 99.9
Comparison by columns in table 2.13 immediately shows the first model, combined 
with the optimal timeless policy, is generally superior to its rivals in fitting US data as 
it consistently yields the lowest Wald statistics. This model is, too, the only version 
capable of explaining the dynamics and volatility of the data not only separately but 
also jointly. In the cases where Taylor rules are incorporated into exactly the same 
economic environments, by contrast, model two is only able to capture the scale of the 
economy’s volatility, whereas model three is completely rejected by the data in all 
dimensions.
2.3.2 Taylor rules as statistical relationships
The above suggests that the widespread success reported in single-equation Taylor 
rule regressions on US data could simply represent some sort of statistical 
relationships emerging from the model with the optimal timeless policy. This 
possibility can be examined by treating the optimal timeless rule model again as the 
true model, the null hypothesis and test whether the existence of empirical Taylor 
rules would be consistent with it.
23 Thus the ‘true’ monetary policy rule is identified as a part of the ‘true’ model in a relative seme.
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Suppose an arbitrarily specified Taylor-type regression is estimated to infer the 
potential ‘Taylor rule’ of the US economy. For simplicity, let the regression equation 
be:
?  =  M  + pi,-x +  £  [2.5]
where variables have their usual meanings. [2.5] can be estimated either using OLS if 
we assume the basic requirements for an OLS estimator are fulfilled, or via the IV 
approach to allow for possible correlations between the explanatory variables and the 
error term. The OLS and IV estimates based on the US data between 1982Q2 and 
2007Q4 are summarised in table 2.1424.
Table 2.14: Estimates of Taylor-type Regression [2.5]
Yn Yx P Adjusted R 2
OLS estimates 0.0453 0.0922 0.8233 0.92
IV estimates 0.0376 0.1003 0.8017 0.90
Now, use the technique of indirect inference to test if the observed ‘Taylor rule’ can 
be explained by model one based on the data simulated for the same period25. The test 
results are revealed as follows:
24 The IV estimation here takes the lagged inflation and lagged output gap as instruments for their 
corresponding current values, respectively.
25 Note: a) While one may expect the estimates of yt reported in table 2.14 be greater than one such
that the ‘Taylor principle’ would be found, note that most existing literature has treated the interest 
rates series that is 1(1) as a stationary series (See Carare and Tchaidze (2005), pp. 17, footnote 17), 
whereas stationarity is obtained here by de-trending the data; Indeed, the ‘Taylor principle’ could be 
retrieved if the original 1(1) interest rates series were used for estimation, b) In terms of the method of 
indirect inference, here it takes the Taylor-type regression [2.5] as the auxiliary model and sees the 
estimates o f this (as reported in table 2.14) as the ‘reality’.
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Table 2.15: Individual Taylor Rule Coefficients and the Directed Wald Statistic
Panel A: Test for the OLS Estimates
Taylor rule 
coefficients
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values calculated 
with real data
In/Out
r* 0.0514 0.3436 0.0453 Out
y x -0.0702 0.0650 0.0922 Out
p 0.6330 0.9198 0.8233 In
Directed Wald percentile 
(for Taylor rule coefficients)
97.1
Panel B: Test for the IV Estimates
Taylor rule 
coefficients
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values calculated 
with real data
In/Out
Yn -0.8867 0.3062 0.0376 In
r x -0.1072 0.0514 0.1003 Out
p 0.6454 0.9420 0.8017 In
Directed Wald percentile 
(for Taylor rule coefficients)
97.8
According to table 2.15, although the real-data-based estimates of the ‘Taylor rule’ 
coefficients are not all individually captured by the model-implied 95% bounds, they 
are indeed explained as a set by the joint distribution of their simulation-based 
counterparts at the 99% confidence level, since the directed Wald statistics are 
reported as 97.1 and 97.8 (panel A and B), respectively, indicating that it is 
statistically possible for model one to imply such ‘Taylor rules’ observed from both 
OLS and IV estimations as table 2.14 shows.
This illustrates the identification problem with which this thesis began in chapter 1: a 
Taylor-type relation that has a good fit to the data may well be generated by a model
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where there is no structural Taylor rule at all26. Hence, any estimated or calibrated 
Taylor rule, no matter how well it might predict the actual movements of the nominal 
interest rates, is not by itself evidence that monetary policy follows this rule.
Table 2.16 below also summarises the Wald statistics when the optimal timeless rule 
model is used to explain several popular variants of the Taylor rule estimated with 
OLS. The reported Wald statistics suggest these are all well captured by the model. 
The model is thus robust in generating essentially the whole range of Taylor rules that 
have been estimated on US data.
Table 2.16: Model One in Explaining Different Taylor Rules (by OLS)
Taylor-type regressions Adjusted R 2 Directed Wald percentiles 
(for Taylor rule coefficients)
7l = rx7tl+rxxt+^
£  = p& -1 + £ , 0.89 92.9
X = r * n ,-1 +YxX,-\ + £ 0.40 87.0
X = p X~x + r * x t-1 +  r *x ,-1 + £ 0.90 97.9
2.3. 3 The interest rates smoothing9 illusion: an implication
Another issue on which the test results and analysis above sheds light is related to 
‘interest rates smoothing’. In an early paper Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999) claimed 
that a ‘puzzle’ regarding the central banks’ behaviour was yet to be solved, as the 
timeless rule generally derived from a standard NK model as optimal policy response 
to changes of macro variables would imply once-and-for-all adjustments of the 
nominal interest rates, whereas empirical ‘evidence’ from typical Taylor-type 
regressions estimated with the data usually displayed a high degree of ‘interest rates
26 Note that the adjusted R 2 ’s reported in table 2.14 are as high as 0.92 for the OLS estimates and 0.90 
for the IV estimates.
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smoothing’, in which case the sluggishness of interest rates variations could not be 
rationalized in terms of optimal behaviour.
While various authors explain such a discrepancy either at a theoretical level (e.g., 
Rotemberg and Woodford (1997, 1998), Woodford (1999, 2003a, 2003b)) or at an 
empirical level (e.g., Sack and Wieland (2000), Rudebusch (2002)), the tests here 
support the optimal timeless rule but reject the Taylor rule with ‘interest rates 
smoothing’— implying the Fed has been responding to economic changes optimally 
without deliberately smoothing the interest rates. It is the persistence in the shocks 
themselves that induced the appearance of inertia in interest rates setting. Furthermore 
the above suggests one would find regressions of ‘interest-smoothing Taylor rules’ 
successfully fit the data even though this was being produced by the optimal timeless 
rule model. This last explains how the Fed’s optimal responses could have been mis­
interpreted as ‘policy inertia’ due to these misleading regressions.
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter has attempted to identify the principles governing the Fed’s monetary 
behaviour since the early 1980s. It gets around the identification problem plaguing the 
earlier efforts to estimate these as chapter 1 reviewed by setting up three models, each 
with the same New Keynesian structure but differing only in the monetary policy 
being followed. These include an optimal timeless rule, a standard Taylor rule and 
another with ‘interest rates smoothing’. Using statistical inference based on the 
method of indirect inference, the tests here show that only the optimal timeless rule 
can replicate both the dynamics and the volatility of the data. The tests also show that 
if the optimal timeless rule model was operating it would have produced data in which 
regressions of an interest-rate-smoothed Taylor rule would have been found. These 
suggest the Fed’s policy in this period has been approximately optimal and the fact 
that its behaviour looks like a Taylor rule with interest-rates smoothing is a statistical 
artefact.
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Chapter 3
On the Causes of the Great Moderation: is there a story of 
improved policy?
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Introduction
Based on the method of indirect inference chapter 2 has shown that the optimal 
timeless policy actually outperforms Taylor rules of the standard sort in representing 
the Fed’s monetary behaviour in the Great Moderation episode under the settings of 
standard New Keynesian model. This finding does not only undermine the ‘good 
policy’ explanation to the Great Moderation based on DSGE model simulation as 
chapter 1 reviewed as this relies on the validity of Taylor rules, it would also be 
challenging to the ‘good shock’ explanation where support is from structural VAR 
analysis with an identification scheme involving a Taylor-type policy. Indeed, the fact 
that the optimal timeless policy, when operating since 1982, looks like and may be 
misinterpreted as a Taylor rule as chapter 2 showed suggests we may have too 
misinterpreted the causes of the Great Moderation since earlier decomposition of 
these has failed to build on the true policy being followed.
This chapter extends the exercise carried out in chapter 2 to the US data in the 1970s. 
The aim of this is to uncover the Fed’s monetary behaviour in the Great Acceleration 
episode and re-decompose the causes of the Great Moderation based on the extended 
results. It starts with the optimal timeless policy, the only model version that survived 
in the Great Moderation. It then turns to several ‘weak’ Taylor rule versions nearest to 
the testable case of the ‘good policy’ story and finally a non-standard Taylor rule by 
Ireland (2007). The tests suggest the optimal timeless policy and the (unrestricted 
version of) Ireland rule that effectively enforcing the former are not rejected by the 
data, whereas the ‘weak’ Taylor rules are strongly rejected, implying that the Fed’s 
post-war policy was rather stable and roughly optimal. It further implies that the US 
economy was improved upon improved environment instead of improved policy. 
Variance decomposition suggests smaller demand disturbance accounted for the 
Moderation in interest rates, smaller supply disturbance for that in output and smaller 
policy errors for that in inflation. However, the optimal timeless policy, when 
implemented in the Great Acceleration, could have generated data in which Taylor 
rule regressions could have been found as it would in the Great Moderation. This 
could create an illusion that monetary policy was following such rules and that the 
regime switch story was plausible.
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The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: section 3.1 briefly recaps the debate 
over the causes of the Great Moderation as chapter 1 summarised; section 3.2 builds 
on the effort o f chapter 2, extends it to the Great Acceleration episode and sets out the 
argument that it was the improved environment that caused the Great Moderation; this 
is followed by section 3.3 that decomposes the impacts of shocks; section 3.4 returns 
to the story of ‘improved policy’ and explains how illusion of this could arise; section
3.5 concludes.
3.1 The Great Moderation in US and Its Determinants
Referring to the period during which the volatility of the main economic variables 
was relatively modest, the Great Moderation began in the US around the early 1980s 
although there is no consensus on the exact date. Figure 3.1 below shows the time 
paths of three main macro variables of US from 1972 to 2007; these are the nominal 
Fed interest rates, the output gap27 and CPI inflation—the variables involved in the 
baseline model used in the last chapter. It shows that the massive fluctuations of the 
1970s ceased after the early 1980s, indicating the economy’s transition from the Great 
Acceleration to the Great Moderation.
Figure 3.1: Time Paths of Main Macro Variables of the US Economy 
(Quarterly Data, 1972-2007)
Nominal Quarterly Fed Rate Output Gap Quarterly CPI Inflation
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Data source: the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/. accessed Nov. 
2009). Fed rate and inflation unfiltered; output gap defined as log deviation of real GDP from HP trend.
Recall that the output gap is defined as the percentage deviation of real GDP from its HP trend as in 
chapter 2. Note this series is plotted here in substitution of the actual output usually discussed in the 
context of Great Moderation as this is what predicted by the baseline model. Yet the actual data show 
these two series are highly correlated, with a correlation coefficient being as high as 0.98.
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Previous efforts to explain this phenomenon have focused mainly on the monetary 
policy being followed and the environment (as shocks) affecting the economy; 
decomposition between these was based either on a time-series model building on the 
data or on a DSGE model building on theory. The former has tended to point to the 
environment, whereas the latter to the policy. However, as the review in chapter 1 
suggested, the time-series method, while ensuring that the facts are well accounted for, 
has been intruded pervasively by the problem of identification, whereas the DSGE 
alternative, in which models are in general over-identified, cannot ensure that the facts 
are well accounted for. The review suggested the two methods in the literature were 
essentially complements to each other, and that a method of evaluation well-founded 
both in facts and in theory must be found. This pointed to DSGE models that failed to 
be strongly rejected by the data.
The optimal timeless rule model evaluated in the last chapter is one of these kinds. 
There the test used the ability of the DSGE model to replicate the description of the 
data provided by a time-series model—a VAR as it did. The DSGE model constructed 
causality, and the VAR described the facts. It showed when both theory and data were 
used in harness in such a way, the model stood out as the best representation of the 
US economy since the early 1980s; once this was replaced by other standard Taylor 
rule versions (on which typical ‘good policy’ story relied), the model was totally 
rejected. This points the way to a possible way forward as one could start with the 
timeless rule model—the ‘true’ model in the Great Moderation—and test for its 
consistency with data in the Great Acceleration; of course, other model versions are 
completely possible. One could then compare the two episodes using the best-fitting 
model of each as the test suggests and decompose the causes of change in data 
variability between policy and environment28. This approach is taken as it goes in 
what follows.
28 Note the ‘true’ model also identifies the ‘true’ policy.
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3.2 The Fed’s Behaviour in the Great Acceleration: how different is it from 
that in the Moderation?
To identify the underlying policy of the Fed in the episode of the Great Acceleration, 
this section goes on using the method of indirect inference introduced in chapter 2 to 
test and rank competing models’ performance in fitting the dynamics and volatility of 
the data. It traces back to the US economy since the breakdown of the Bretton Woods 
system in 1972 and defines the episode between this and 1982 as the Great 
Acceleration and the later the Great Moderation. This makes the Moderation episode 
consistent with the data sample used in the last chapter and is also supported by the 
Qu and Perron (2007) test that suggests a break in the data between 1980 and 1984 
(See table 3A.1 in chapter appendix for the Qu-Perron estimate). It also follows the 
earlier practice of using a VAR(l) fitted with demeaned-detrended data to describe 
the reality and evaluate competing models against it29. Figure 3.2 below plots the 
stationarised time series involved on the latest data revised by the Fred®; the unit root 
test results are reported in table 3.1 to follow30.
Figure 3.2: Stationarised Time Series on the Latest Data
Panel A: The Acceleration Subsample (1972Q2-1982Q3)
29 Recall the VAR(1) representation takes the form:
1 ' f i x A 2 A / l - i
x , = A , f i n As x ,-i
_Ai a 2 A s ' 3 - i  _
30 This data revision mainly involves the time series of real GDP and therefore the output gap in the 
1980s. I show in what follows that the argument in chapter 2 is not qualitatively affected by this change. 
The rest of this thesis will all be built on these data.
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Panel B: The Moderation Subsample (1982Q3-2007Q4)
7t  x ,
.03
.02
.004 .
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-.05
-.08 -.015--006
M  68' 9 0 9 2 9 4 9 6 9 8 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 606
Note: it =  deviation of quarterly Fed rate from steady-state value; x, =log difference of quarterly 
real GDP from HP trend; n, = quarterly CPI inflation.
Table 3.1: Unit Root Test for Stationarity 
Panel A: The Acceleration Subsample
Time series 5% critical value 10% critical value ADF test statistics p-values*
X -1.95 -1.61 -1.71 0.0818
-1.95 -1.61 -1.67 0.0901
-1.95 -1.61 -2.86 0.0053
Panel B: The Moderation Subsample
Time series 5% critical value 10% critical value ADF test statistics p-values*
X -1.94 -1.61 -2.91 0.0040
xt -1.94 -1.61 -4.42 0.0000
-1.94 -1.61 -3.34 0.0010
Note: 1. '*' denotes the Mackinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.
2. H0: the time series has a unit root.
3. Adjusted observation sample for Great Acceleration: 1972Q3—1982Q3.
Adjusted observation sample for Great Moderation: 1982Q4—2007Q4.
Since the purpose of this extended exercise is to compare the policy and environment 
in the Great Acceleration to those in the Great Moderation, it assumes that only 
changes in policy and in the shocks’ dynamics are possible. It therefore adopts the 
same baseline IS-Phillips Curve framework [2.1 and 2.2] as in chapter 2 and assumes 
the structural parameters calibrated for the post-break sample (table 2.3) are also 
applicable to the pre-break sample. Yet the policy response parameters and the
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shocks’ persistency ( p ' s )  are remained unrestricted. The latter, in particular, are left 
freely determined by the model and sample data under evaluation as the method of 
indirect inference requires.
The optimal timeless rule model in the Great Acceleration:
The extension here starts with the optimal timeless rule model [2.1] to [2.3] which is 
found to have outperformed the other Taylor rule versions widely accepted in 
representing the Fed’s behaviour in the Great Moderation. Table 3.2 replicates this 
earlier finding using the updated data just described. It shows the timeless rule model 
is the only model version failed to be rejected by the data at normal confidence 
levels31. This model explains the chosen features, the dynamics and volatility, of the 
data not only separately but also jointly at 95% (or indeed, even at 90%). When the 
optimal timeless policy is replaced with the original Taylor rule or its interest-rate- 
smoothed version with commonly accepted calibrations, the model is strongly 
rejected at 99%.
Table 3.2: Review of the Best-fitting Model in the Great Moderation
Optimal timeless rule model Taylor rule models
Chosen features original interest-rate-smoothed
Directed Wald 
(dynamics only)
86.4 100 99.8
Directed Wald 
(volatilities only)
89.6 99.2 99
Full Wald 
(dynamics + volatilities)
77.1 100 99.7
Table 3.3 in what follows reveals how the same model would behave in the episode of 
the Great Acceleration.
31 Note with the updated data the earlier implication of table 2.13 (chapter 2) is substantially 
strengthened with clearer acceptance o f the optimal timeless rule model.
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Table 3.3: The Optimal Timeless Rule Model in the Great Acceleration
Panel A: Individual VAR Coefficients—Directed Wald Statistic
VAR(l)
Coefficients
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values estimated 
with real data
In/Out
fin 0.4146 1.0629 0.9519 In
Pi 2 -0.2505 0.1274 0.0592 In
P\ 1 -0.8794 0.5251 -0.1089 In
Pi I -0.3401 0.3581 -0.5006 Out
Pll 0.6090 0.9994 0.9474 In
Pll -0.8439 0.7108 -0.4702 In
Pi 1 -0.1360 0.1962 0.1398 In
Pl2 -0.0551 0.1566 0.0865 In
Pll -0.0147 0.7576 0.5490 In
Directed Wald percentile 
(for dynamics)
98.2
Panel B: Volatilities of the Endogenous Variables—Directed Wald Statistic
Volatilities o f the 
endogenous variables
95% 
lower bound
95% 
upper bound
Values calculated 
with real data
In/Out
var(/) 0.0905 0.6543 0.0841 Out
var(jc) 0.1559 1.4 0.7420 In
var(/r) 0.0262 0.0722 0.0586 In
Directed Wald percentile 
(for volatilities)
89.6
Note: Estimates reported in panel B are magnified by 1000 times as their original values.
Panel C: Full Wald Statistic
The concerned model properties Full Wald percentile
Dynamics + Volatilities 97.3
As the first panel in table 3.3 shows, the VAR(l) coefficients estimated with the 
actual data are all well captured by their 95% bounds implied by the model, apart 
from /?21 which lies below its lower limit—thus at 95% confidence level the model 
overpredicts this partial response of the output gap to the lagged interest rates. The
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directed Wald percentile at 98 suggests that these estimates, though individually 
almost all within their 95% bounds, are jointly rejected at 95% but not at 99%.
Turning to the model’s performance in fitting the data volatility, panel B suggests that 
except for the variance of the interest rates, which is slightly overpredicted by the 
model, the variances lie well within the model-implied 95% bounds. The directed 
Wald percentile at 89.6 indicates the model cannot be rejected even at 90% when it is 
used to explain the actual volatility.
Overall, when all features of the data are combined, the full Wald statistic in panel C 
is 97.3 and so fails to be rejected at confidence levels between 95 and 99%. So while 
the model fits the facts less well than in the case of the Moderation subsample, it still 
fits those of the turbulent Acceleration episode reasonably well.
Taylor rule models in the Great Acceleration:
The review in chapter 1 suggested most authors using theory to explain the Great 
Moderation had counted on DSGE models with a Taylor rule that was ‘passive’ 
before the break and was ‘active’ thereafter. T hey argued the improvement was 
caused by improved policy, a regime shift shown by the change in Taylor rule 
parameters. Indeed, although such an assertion has been partly rejected by our earlier 
examination that suggested active Taylor rule models of the standard sort were 
incompatible with the data in the Moderation, it would still be interesting to know 
how passive v ersions of these would perform in the Acceleration. Unfortunately 
DSGE models with the generally proposed pre-1982 Taylor rules are technically 
untestable because the solution is indeterminate, the models not satisfying the Taylor 
Principle. Such models have a sunspot solution and therefore any outcome is possible 
and also consistent formally with the theory. The assertion of those supporting such 
models is that the solutions, being sunspots, accounted for the volatility of inflation. 
But there is no way of testing such an assertion. Since a sunspot can be anything, any 
solution for inflation that occurred implies such a sunspot—equally o f course it might 
not be due to a sunspot, rather it could be due to some other unspecified model. There 
is no way of telling. To put the matter technically in terms of indirect inference testing
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using the bootstrap, one can solve the model for the sunspots that must have occurred 
to generate the outcomes; however, the sunspots that occurred cannot be meaningfully 
bootstrapped because by definition the sunspot variance is infinite. Values drawn 
from an infinite-variance distribution cannot give a valid estimate of the distribution, 
as they will represent it with a finite-variance distribution. To draw representative 
random values one would have to impose an infinite variance; by implication all 
possible outcomes would be embraced by the simulations of the model and hence the 
model cannot be falsified. Thus the pre-1982 Taylor rule DSGE models are in general 
not a testable theory of this period.
However, testing the model with a pre-1982 Taylor rule that gives a determinate 
solution is completely possible. To make it analogous to the untestable case just 
described, one could set the Taylor rule as unresponsive to inflation as is consistent 
with determinacy, implying a long-run inflation response of just above unity (so the 
Taylor Principle is ju st satisfied). Such a rule would show considerably more 
monetary ‘weakness’ than the rule typically used for the post-1982 period, when the 
long-run response of interest rates to inflation was 1.5 in the original rule [1.1] 
without smoothing and as high as 6 in [1.2] with smoothing which was the one that 
fitted the data least badly.
The following implements this weak Taylor rule across a spectrum of combinations of 
smoothing parameter and short-run response to inflation, with in all cases the long-run 
coefficient equalling 1.001. The suggested Wald statistics are revealed in table 3.4 to 
follow.
What we see here is that with a low smoothing parameter the model encompasses the 
variance of the data well, in other words picking up the Great Acceleration. However, 
when it does so, the data dynamics reject the model very strongly. If one increases the 
smoothing parameter, the model is rejected less strongly by the data dynamics and 
also overall but it is then increasingly at odds with the data variances. In all cases the 
model is rejected strongly overall by the data, though least badly with the highest 
smoothing parameter. Thus the testable model that gets nearest to the position that the 
shift in data variability was due to the shift in Taylor rule parameters is rejected most 
conclusively.
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Table 3.4: Wald Statistics for ‘Weak’ Taylor Rule Models in the Great Acceleration 
(with ‘weak’ rule defined as having a long-run interest-rates response to inflation equalling 1.001)
Taylor rule: it -= PL< + Y„x, +  4, Wald percentiles for chosen features 
(Normalized t-values in parenthesis32)
Rule parameters Dynamics of error process Directed Wald Directed Wald Full Wald
estimated from data for dynamics for volatilities for dyn. & vol.
II o II o o <?, ~ARQ) 100 78.9 100
(39.81) (0.22) (40.24)
p  = 0.3, ^ = 0 .7007 I  ~ A R {  1) 100 92 100
(30.26) (1.08) (28.01)
p  = 0.5,yx =0.5005 £  ~AR{ 1) 100 95.9 100
(22.69) (1.77) (21.98)
p = 0.7, ^ = 0 .3 0 0 3 £  ~  iid 100 98.2 100
(19.26) (2.73) (18.24)
n o VO II p o o £  ~ iid 100 99 100
(9.09) (3.56) (9.03)
Ireland’s alternative Taylor rule representation o f Fed policy [1.5]:
A recent paper by Ireland (2007), unlike the conventional New Keynesian approach 
of assuming differing Taylor rules respectively in the Great Acceleration and Great 
moderation, estimates a model in which there is a non-standard Taylor rule that is 
held constant across both post-war episodes. His rule always satisfies the Taylor 
Principle because unusually it is the change in interest rates that is set in response to 
inflation and the output gap so that the long-run response to inflation is infinite. He 
distinguishes the policy actions of the Fed between the two subperiods not by changes 
in the rule’s parameters but by a time-varying inflation target which he treats under
32 T-value normalization of the Wald percentiles is calculated based on Wilson and Hilferty (1931)’s 
method of transforming a chi-squared distribution into a standard normal distribution. The formula
used here takes the form: Z = {[(2M ^ U) ^ - ( 2 « ) ^ ] / [ ( 2 M I’"95'A) ^  - ( 2 « ) ^ ] } x  1.645 , where
M squ is the square of the Mahalanobis distance calculated from equation [2.4] (chapter 2) with actual
95th
data, M squ is its corresponding 95% critical value on the simulated (chi-squared) distribution, n is 
the degrees of freedom of the variate, and Z is the normalized t value; it can be derived by employing a 
square root and assuming n tends to infinity when the Wilson and Hilferty (193l ) ’s transformation is 
performed.
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the assumptions of ‘opportunism’ largely as a function of the shocks hitting the 
economy. Ireland showed that his model, when estimated using data from 1959 to 
2004, implied that the Fed had an implicit inflation target trending upwards before 
1980s which then reversed afterwards. Based on the similarity of this to the actual 
path of inflation, he argued that the Great Acceleration was caused by the Fed’s 
decision to translate short-run price/inflation pressures into persistent movements in 
inflation; these pressures then ceased from the early 1980s and the Fed exploited this 
by setting the inflation target low, ultimately bringing actual inflation down.
Ireland’s model, like the timeless rule model, essentially implies that the cause of the 
Great Moderation is the fall in the shocks’ variance. However the difference is that it 
attributes the policy variance change partly to the change in the variance of the 
inflation target, whereas the timeless optimum attributes it entirely to the change in 
the variance of the policy (‘trembling hand’) error.
A full test of Ireland’s model by indirect inference cannot be carried out here because 
his model restricts the target-related part of the error in his Taylor rule to be a function 
of the other errors in his model according to his opportunistic theory of policy target 
choice; as the baseline model here is different from his in a variety of ways, these 
restrictions are unable to be tested . However, one can test his model in unrestricted 
form where the error in his particular Taylor rule is let freely determined by the data. 
Table 3.5 shows the results of this exercise.
33 In particular, Ireland set it = it_x + yxnt + yg(g, ~ g )~ y xn, -A;r* , where (while variables have
their usual meanings) n \  , the (unobservable, implicit) inflation target, was assumed to follow
n] = n\A - d 9eet ~SZ£ZI + crx£xt > where e8t and sZt are the cost-push shock and technology shock,
respectively, and 50 > 0 and 5Z > 0 are the central bank’s opportunistic response of policy target
choice. Ireland claimed that by reacting to ‘supply shocks’ of this sort the Fed translated short-run 
price/inflation pressures into persistent movements in inflation; he also assumed the inflation target 
could vary exogenously due to innovation denoted by sx, •
Ireland’s original specification of Taylor rule cannot be meaningfully tested here for two reasons. First, 
he used non-filtered and so in general non-stationary data, whereas here HP-filtered and thus stationary 
data are used. Second, the inflation target in his rule is set to be determined by two structural supply 
shocks (i.e., edt and ezt ) that cannot be identified in our 3-equation reduction of the DSGE model
where the supply shock is an aggregate shock to the Phillips curve. Ireland in his paper estimated this 
unobservable target by using the Kalman filter based on Maximum Likelihood. While we could use 
indirect inference to evaluate and estimate Ireland’s original specification, we cannot do so in the set­
up we have here.
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Table 3.5: Wald Statistics for the Baseline Model with Ireland-type Policy
Wald statistics Ireland’s rule in unrestricted form: = ?-i + Y„nt + r g iS , ~ g )  + £,
for chosen features & equivalent transformation34: ]T = + +  Yg (x, ~  *,-i) +  4t
pre-1982 sample post-1982 sample
Directed Wald 98.9 79
for dynamics
Directed Wald 78.8 89.4
for volatilities
Full Wald 98.1 71.1
for dynamics & volatilities
Note: 1. Ireland (2007)'s ML estimates suggest yx = 0.91, yg = 0.23-
2. All equation errors follow an AR(1) process according to the data and model.
It turns out that the unrestricted Ireland model is hardly distinguishable from the 
optimal timeless rule model. The unrestricted Ireland rule changes interest rates until 
the optimal timeless policy is satisfied, in effect forcing it on the economy. 
Alternatively one can write the Ireland rule as a rule for inflation determination (i.e. 
with inflation on the left hand side), which reveals that it is identical to the timeless 
rule’s setting of inflation apart from the term in the change in interest rates and some 
slight difference in the coefficient on output gap change35. Since the Ireland rule is so 
similar to the timeless optimum, it is not surprising that the Wald percentiles for it are 
hardly different: 71.1 in the Great Moderation (against 77.1 for the optimal timeless 
rule model) and 98.1 in the Great Acceleration (against 97.3).
34 While Ireland originally specified it = it l + yx7Tl + /g(g l - g ) - y x?r* -  An* + Q , , the exercise here 
tests its unrestricted form, where T, = 7t_x + yx7t, + y g (gt -  g) + £, and £  = ~yxn] -  Atf* + fl, . In 
particular, this unrestricted Ireland rule is rewritten as it = /M + yxitt + yg(x, so that it can be
evaluated within the baseline framework; such an equivalent transformation is derived by writing: 
g, ~ g  = \n y ,-In  y t_x -  (In y hptr -  In y % )  = In y, -  In y?*. -  (In y t_x -  In y % )  = x ,~  xM .
35 Note the Ireland rule ^  +  y Kn, +  y g (jc, — x t_x ) +  £, can be rewritten as
nt = -L (i( -  )~ y % ,  that mimics the optimal timeless policy [2.3]; its coefficient on
output gap change, according to Ireland’s estimation, is 0.25, close to that o f 0.17 in the latter.
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Ireland’s Taylor rule can in principle be distinguished from the optimal timeless 
policy via his restriction on the rule’s error. As noted earlier, however, this restriction 
is unavailable within the baseline model being employed so that the Ireland rule in its 
unrestricted form here only differs materially from the optimal timeless policy in the 
interpretation of the error. But from a welfare viewpoint it makes little difference 
whether the cause of the policy error is excessive target variation or excessively 
variable mistakes in policy setting; the former can be seen as a type of policy mistake. 
Thus both versions of the rule imply that what changed in it between the two 
subperiods was the policy error.
It might be argued that the success of Ireland’s rule reveals that a type of Taylor rule 
does after all explain the data. This would be true. But in the context of the debate 
over the cause of the Great Moderation it is to be firmly distinguished from what we 
call the ‘standard Taylor rule’ under which policy shifts in the rule are regarded as the 
cause. In Ireland’s rule there are no such shifts and as we have seen the behaviour 
under it is essentially identical to that from the optimal timeless policy. This finding 
and its corollaries are the key contributions o f this chapter, however one chooses to 
describe the rule.
Concluding remarks on the comparison o f the optimal timeless rule model and Taylor 
rule models:
While by contrast the baseline DSGE model with the optimal timeless policy has 
more trouble explaining the pre-1982 period than the post-1982, it is therefore not 
rejected at reasonable levels of confidence. This has important causal implication 
about the shift in the behaviour of the post-war US economy. In particular if this 
model is the true data-generating mechanism of the US history since the early 1970s, 
it does of course imply that there was no structural shift in the parameters—especially 
in those of monetary policy—between the two periods since it is the same model that 
has been used to fit both periods. Accordingly it also implies that the changes were 
due to the errors. The next section goes on to investigate in more detail how the errors 
changed according to the timeless rule model.
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3.3 How Has Environment Affected the US Economy since 1970s? A Variance 
Decomposition Analysis
What the above has shown is that the change in post-war US economy was more 
likely to be an issue of change in economic environment instead of change in 
economic policy. Table 3.6 below summarises the size of structural errors in both the 
Great Acceleration and Great Moderation according to the timeless rule model and the 
actual data. It shows the shocks have all fallen sharply after the break in 1982, with 
the demand and policy shocks each by 60%, while the supply shock a massive 80% 
(and of this 80% just under half was due to the fall in the shock’s persistency).
Table 3.7 decomposes the impact of these shocks on the data’s volatility. It can be 
seen that in both episodes the US economy was operating in a recursive manner: the 
output gap was dominated by the Phillips curve (‘supply’) shocks, while inflation was 
dominated by monetary policy shocks; with output gap and inflation set entirely 
independently of demand shocks, interest rates moved to offset these as well as 
reacting to output and inflation.
Table 3.6: The Shrinking Size of Shocks
Standard deviation of Pre-1982 Post-1982
Demand shock 0.0358 0.0143
(0.0043) (0.0010)
Supply shock 0.7867 0.1595
(0.0708) (0.0319)
Policy shock 0.0132 0.0053
(0.0054) (0.0033)
Note: 1. Values in parenthesis are sample estimates of standard deviation of innovation.
2. Standard deviation of shocks is calculated using formula sd(err.)=sd(innov.)/(l-rho); rho is the 
sample estimate of AR(1) coefficient of the errors.
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Table 3.7: Variance Decomposition o f  the Optimal Timeless Rule Model
Variables
Shocks
X
(pre-break)
X
(post-break)
Demand shock 91.3% 0% 0% 75.4% 0% 0%
Supply shock 5.9% 99.9% 8.4% 24% 99.1% 6.6%
Policy shock 2.8% 0.1% 91.6% 0.5% 0.9% 93.4%
Total contribution 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
To understand this recursiveness, recall that pursuing the optimal timeless policy [2.3] 
requires keeping inflation equal to a fixed fraction of the first difference of the output 
gap. In effect, such a policy constitutes a simultaneous pair with the Phillips curve in 
the model that pins down the equilibrium output gap and inflation; in the optimal 
timeless rule inflation responds to the first difference in the output gap, while in the 
Phillips curve something close to the first difference of future inflation is negatively 
related to the level of the output gap. Given that both inflation and the output gap are 
highly autoregressive both because of the errors and the model dynamics, these first 
differences will be rather small; hence in the Phillips curve the level of the output gap 
will largely be set by the equation (supply) error, while in the inflation rule the level 
of inflation will largely be set by that equation’s (trembling hand) policy error. If we 
now turn to the IS curve, with inflation and the output gap already set, the equilibrium 
interest rates are then recursively set in its turn by the IS curve alone. In other words, 
under the optimal policy any innovation to the demand side will be fully neutralized 
by the adjustment of the real interest rates, leaving the output gap and inflation 
unaffected. The real interest rates also respond to the expected change in output gap 
but this is small because of output gap autocorrelation. The nominal interest rates also 
respond to expected future inflation; but this is dominated by the policy error which 
dies away quickly and so moves little also. Hence the dominance of the demand shock 
on nominal interest rates; the supply shock intrudes more on interest rates in the Great 
Moderation period because it is less persistent and so the expected change in the 
output gap is larger, affecting the real interest rates more. This structure is illustrated 
in figure 3.3; derivations are shown in appendix.
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Figure 3.3: Working o f the Optimal Timeless Rule Model in Face o f Shocks
Panel A: When a (positive) Demand Shock Occurs
i
i i, = - e r ( .x t -  +  ov,
X
7T, =  p E ,7 T t^  +  fX , +  KU,”
rt, — x,_ ,)  + £
xtX
Note: a positive demand shock is totally offset by the movement o f nominal rates o f  interest, leaving 
the output gap and inflation intact.
Panel B: When a (positive) Supply Shock Occurs
i
i i t = -  c r ( x t -  5 rxl+l) -h E t nrt+1 +  cn>t
x
t 71'» + i +  r * t +7T, =
71
7T
« ---   Cx, -  Xi_, )  + £
Note: a positive supply shock shifts the Phillips curve up along the policy curve; this is a joint effect o f 
the dominating upward movement caused by the shock and the downward movement caused by 
reduced expected future inflation. The latter also works with lower expected future output gap to shift 
down the ‘IS’ curve; it could cause the interest rates to be higher or lower.
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Panel C: When a (tightening) Policy Shock Occurs
h
i i, =  - c r { x t -  E t x , ^  +  E,7Tt+1 +  ov ,
. . . Ai
x
n ,  = p E t7T,^ + JK, + KU,W
71
is *  7 1  t  ~  x i —j )  +
X  X
Note: a tightening policy shock tightens monetary conditions, causing a fall in both expected future 
output gap and expected future inflation so all the curves shift downwards. The extent to which the ‘IS’ 
curve shifts determines whether nominal interest rates will rise or fall.
To summarise, while a decline in the variances of all shocks brought about the switch 
from the Great Acceleration to the Great Moderation, the variance decomposition here 
shows that the relative impact of these shocks on the economy has been fairly similar 
over time, apart from an increase in the role of the supply shock in interest rates. 
Smaller demand disturbance has stabilized the interest-rates fluctuation. Smaller 
supply disturbance has stabilized output, and smaller policy errors have stabilized 
inflation.
3.4 The ‘Good Policy’ Explanation Revisited: a victim of Taylor rule illusion?
Now it has been clear that the optimal timeless rule model can explain the Great 
Moderation, not by any change in the policy regime but rather purely through the 
changing variances of the shocks. How, then, can it be that economists have observed 
different Taylor rules across the two episodes and concluded from these that policy 
regime changes were at work? The answer suggested here is that such apparent rules
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were statistically observable because produced by the behaviour of the economy in 
conjunction with the (same) timeless optimum.
The typical ‘good policy’ explanation to the Moderation relies on evidence from an 
estimated Taylor rule that is presumed to describe the true behaviour of the Fed, and 
interprets the corresponding change in rule parameters estimated with different 
subsamples as shifts in monetary policy. However, the fact that a Taylor-type relation 
between the data may well be representing something else of a DSGE model instead 
of the structural policy being followed—the identification problem reviewed in 
chapter 1—has determined that regression evidence of this kind is fundamentally 
untenable. Indeed, such changing Taylor rule estimates could simply be an illusion 
arising from alterations in statistical relationships within the data that the true, 
unchanged policy has incurred.
This was partly demonstrated earlier in chapter 2 using the timeless rule model with 
data in the post-1982 sample. This exercise can be extended too to the pre-1982 
sample36. Table 3.8 below shows several variants of Taylor rule the updated data may 
display before and after the break based on OLS and the extent to which these can be 
explained by the timeless rule model.
To compare the regression results it finds here with those commonly found in the US 
Taylor rule literature it should be emphasized that for the post-82 subsample a linear 
trend is taken out of the interest rates series to ensure stationarity. When estimated on 
the stationary data the exercise has used here, the Taylor rules obtained generally fail 
to satisfy the Taylor Principle, in much the same way as those pre-1982. Thus 
econometrically the standard estimates of the long-run Taylor rule response to 
inflation post-1982 are biased upwards. There is little statistical difference in the data 
of the two periods for estimated long-run Taylor rule responses to inflation. The 
reported Wald percentiles show that this is exactly what the timeless rule model of 
Fed behaviour implies: in both panel A and panel B the four hypothetical Taylor rules 
estimated with the data are all explained by the timeless rule model, at varying
36 Recall that this involves using the method of indirect inference and treating the ‘Taylor rule’ 
specified as the auxiliary model and its parameters estimated with real data the ‘reality’.
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confidence levels. This indicates in both episodes if timeless rule model is the true 
data-generating mechanism we would find such relationships in the data exactly as the 
data says we do.
Table 3.8: ‘Taylor Rules’ Shown by Real Data (with OLS) and Explanatory Power of the
Timeless Rule Model
Panel A: ‘Taylor rules’ in the Great Acceleration
Taylor rule estimated Yn Yn P Adjusted/?2 Wald percentile
X = r,*, +r,x, +pX_, + 4, 0.09 0.06 0.90 0.84 97.2
% = r ,x ,  + y xx, +4,
6  =P(4,-i+e,
0.30 0.07 0.92 0.85 96.7
X = r ^ , - i  + r xx,_, +4, 0.60 -0.01 N/A 0.24 36.1
X  = pX,A + r ^ , - , + r ^ , - t + 4 , -0.11 0.06 0.82 0.83 65.6
Panel B: ‘Taylor rules’ in the Great Moderation
Taylor rule estimated Yn Yn P Adjusted/?2 Wald percentile
X  = r „ n t + y x x t + p T , _  i + £ 0.08 0.05 0.89 0.92 21.7
X = r** t + £ 0.07 0.06 0.93 0.90 47.4
X  = y*Xt-x+YxXt-x+<ot 0.26 0.13 N/A 0.24 10.9
l = p t i + r x x t- i + r xx t- i + Z t 0.03 0.04 0.89 0.91 85
The implication f  rom this last exercise is first that econometrically T aylor rules 
changed little between the two episodes once non-stationarity of the data is allowed
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for; second, that the Taylor rules found in the data could have been generated by the 
completely different monetary policy, the optimal timeless rule, that we found fits the 
data in general. This last was illustrated in chapter 2 for demonstration of the non- 
identifiability of Taylor rules; here it shows such Taylor rule illusion could actually 
arise in both episodes, suggesting the ‘good policy’ assertion might be a victim from 
this.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter has attempted a fresh investigation of the reason for the shift to the US 
Great Moderation from its predecessor period, the Great Acceleration. The 
conventional DSGE approach to these episodes mostly starts with a New Keynesian 
model including a standard Taylor rule where the level of interest rates responds to 
inflation; the output gap may also enter, and so may the lagged interest rates as a 
smoothing mechanism. It goes on to claim that the shift was the result of improved 
policy in the form of higher Taylor rule responses to inflation. This chapter challenges 
this view. It builds on the earlier finding that the Fed’s behaviour was better 
understood as the timeless optimum in the Great Moderation and extends it to the 
Great Acceleration. It shows that the same monetary principle also accounts for the 
data in this turbulent episode. From this it suggests that the Great Moderation was due 
to much reduced volatility of shocks.
The findings here, like the earlier, are based on the method of indirect inference in 
which the simulated behaviour from the DSGE model is compared with a VAR 
estimated on the actual data. The standard New Keynesian model with this optimal 
timeless policy instead of the Taylor rule explains the dynamics and volatility of US 
economy both before and after 1982. It also explains the existence of Taylor rule 
regressions found in the data and, thus, how the illusion of a regime switch could 
statistically arise.
In short, the extended exercise in this chapter implies that in that it followed the 
optimal timeless policy the Fed did a good job in both the Great Acceleration and the 
Great Moderation by ensuring that the economy was at its best possible state subject
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to the occurrence of shocks—the optimal trade-off between inflation and output 
growth required for social welfare loss minimization under timeless perspective was 
roughly satisfied. Given that the Fed’s monetary behaviour was unchanged, it can be 
concluded that the Great Moderation was, in the final analysis, caused by the 
reduction of in the size of shocks after 1982: smaller demand shocks caused the 
moderation in interest rates, smaller supply shocks caused the moderation in output 
and smaller monetary policy shocks the moderation in inflation. While the reduced 
size of demand and supply shocks suggest the Fed was lucky that the economic 
environment improved, the reduced policy shock shows that the Fed itself also 
contributed to the greater economic stability by improving its own performance in 
monetary management.
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Appendix to Chapter 3
A. Cut-off between the Great Acceleration and Great Moderation Suggested by 
the Data
Table 3A.1: Qu-Perron Test for Structural Break
Estimated 95% confidence interval supLR test statistic 5% critical value
break date lower upper for a fixed number of breaks
1984Q3 1980Q1 1984Q4 164.84 31.85
Note: 1. Time series model: VAR(l) consisting of nominal Fed rates, output gap and inflation with no 
constant.
2. H0: there is no structural break; Hi: there is one structural break.
3. Adjusted observation sample: 1972Q2—2007Q4.
B. Derivation of Impulse Responses of the Timeless Rule Model to shocks
a. Impulse response of inflation to shocks:
Given rational expectations and equations: 
n t =  PEtn M +pct + ku” 
a  .
= -----(*/ - * m ) + £
7
Rewrite [3.2] as:
(1 - /SB'1)*, -  ku?
xi ~
7
Also, write [2.3] as:
_ O , -  4, ) r  
( i - l ) a
Equate ®  to ®  such that:
(1 -f3B-')7rt -Ku; J 7 r , - 4 t)r 
y (L - 1 )a
[2.2]
[2.3]
®
@
®
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Solve for 7tt from (D to obtain:
y ^o c~ x +  bcu)v — k m ^_x
(1  -  Z ,) [  1 -  P B ~ X +  y^cc-' (1  -  z ,) -1 ]
Now note that the supply error has a high autocorrelation so that the terms in it nearly 
cancel, while also the coefficient on it (kappa) is small, leaving the policy error as the 
dominant factor in inflation.
b. Impulse response of output gap to shocks:
Given rational expectations and equations: 
n t =  PE t7rt+x +pct + KU™ 
a  ,
=  (*/ + £
r
Rewrite [2.2] as: 
y x t  +  k u ) v
1
Put ® ’ into [2.3] to obtain: 
(1xt =
[2.2]
[2.3]
0 ’
r
Since £  = p £ t-\ + e f , the term in the policy error is small and as the standard
deviation of the supply error is also massively larger than that of the policy error, this 
supply error then dominates the output gap.
c. Impulse response of interest rates to shocks:
Given ‘IS’ curve:
x , = e , * m  -  (—y O i -  e , k m  > + v, [2-i]a
Rewrite [2.1] as:
lt = cr(E tx t+x- x t ) + E t7rt+1 + ov , ® ”
Now lead the targeting rule [2.3] for one period and take expectation at t to get: 
E t” ,+i =  ~ — (E ,x ,n  ~ x , )  +  e ,4 m  ® ”
r
Substitute (2)” into ® ”  to obtain:
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i, = ( < x - —  )(£ ,* ,+, - x ^  + E, £ +1 + o v ,  ® ”
r
Since = p ^ t_x + e f and therefore £,£,+1 = p ^ , , the above equals:
X = ( c r - —)(E tx t+l- x i) + p ^ ( + ovt ® ”
r
Note the expected change in output gap dominated by the supply error is small due to 
high autocorrelation, the standard deviation of demand error is some three times that 
of the policy error and cr is large, this demand error then dominates the interest rates.
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Chapter 4
Further Comparison of Models basing on Estimation: can 
Taylor rule models get the upper hand?
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Introduction
Having compared their capacity in mimicking the dynamics and volatility of the 
actual data, the last two chapters have shown that the optimal timeless rule model 
under the standard New Keynesian settings is superior to typical Taylor rule 
alternatives in representing the US economy since the early 1970s. This comparison, 
by using consensus calibrations in the literature, has effectively pinned down the 
structure, i.e., the ‘IS’ and Phillips curves, of the economy and fitted to it a series of 
competing monetary policies so that if the parameters assumed are true it would 
identify the marginal contribution and therefore the most precise specification of the 
operating policy; the decomposition exercise regarding the causes of the Great 
Moderation that followed was conducted on the basis of this.
However, fixing model parameters in such a way is a fairly strong assumption in 
terms of testing and comparing DSGE models. This is because the numerical values 
of a model’s parameters could in principle be calibrated anywhere within a range 
permitted by the model’s theoretical structure, so that a model rejected with one set of 
assumed parameters may not be rejected with another. Going back to what was tested 
in the previous chapters, this could mean that the Taylor rule models were rejected not 
because the policy specified was incorrect but that the calibrated ‘IS’ and Phillips 
curves had failed to reflect the true structure of the economy. Equally of course it 
could mean that the optimal timeless policy was untrue but this, when incorporated in 
the complete model, was saved by a set of ‘good’ structural parameters. Thus, to 
compare the timeless rule model and Taylor rule models thoroughly one cannot 
assume the models’ parameters are fixed always at particular values; rather he is 
compelled to search over the full range of potential values the models can take and 
test if these models, with the best set of parameters from their viewpoints, can be 
accepted by the data. In other words the models are to be fully estimated before they 
are tested and evaluated against each other.
This chapter uses the method of indirect inference to estimate the timeless rule model 
and Taylor rule models discussed earlier in both the Great Acceleration and Great 
Moderation. The aim is to find the best possible versions of these in each episode as
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the data suggest and test the validity for that. It shows for both episodes there are 
versions with the optimal timeless policy and ‘interest-rates smoothed’ Taylor rule 
that the data fail to strongly reject. But in either case the former remains significantly 
less rejected compared to the latter, and the ranking of this is robust to a range of 
evaluation basis, including the choice of auxiliary model, the cut-off between the 
Acceleration and the Moderation and the method of data stationarization.
This chapter is organized as follows: section 4.1 explains the method of model 
estimation basing on indirect inference; section 4.2 sets out the benchmark estimates 
of the timeless rule model and Taylor rule model and re-compares the explanatory 
power of these; section 4.3 looks into several issues regarding robustness of the 
models’ ranking, and section 4.4 compares the dynamic properties of these; section
4.5 concludes.
4.1 Indirect Inference as a Method of Estimation
Section 2.2.1 in chapter 2 has suggested that the method of indirect inference was 
originally designed for structural model estimation before it was recently developed 
for model evaluation. As the foregone has mentioned, this method distinguishes itself 
from other methodological alternatives by using an auxiliary model that is completely 
independent of the theory to generate descriptors of the data against which the 
theoretical model is estimated or evaluated indirectly. We have seen that in model 
evaluation as in the previous chapters where parameters were taken as given, the 
method calculated the Wald statistic [2.4] to see if the real-data-based estimates of the 
auxiliary model were captured by the joint distribution of these suggested by the 
theoretical model; the purpose was to see if the theory was ‘close enough’ to the data 
such that from the statistical viewpoint it could be taken as the true data-generating 
mechanism. In model estimation as it goes in this chapter, however, indirect inference 
is used in a different way, as the aim is no longer to measure the ‘distance’ between 
the theory and the data but to find a set of parameters that minimizes such distance 
when the theoretical model is taken as true. The common element is to calculate the 
Wald statistic based on the estimates of the auxiliary model. But the underlying 
question is with what structural parameters the real-data-based estimates are closest to
the (joint) mean of these as model simulations would predict. Yet just as in the case of 
testing these estimates can be the estimated parameters of the auxiliary model or 
functions of these.
The estimation procedure can be summarised with the five steps as follows:
Step 1: Select an auxiliary model and estimate it on the real data to produce 
benchmark descriptors o f the reality.
Step 2: Assign initial values o f structural parameters to be estimated and use these to 
generate a number ofpseudo samples of simulated data with the theoretical model.
Step 3: Estimate the selected auxiliary model on the simulated data obtained in step 2 
to produce the (joint) distribution o f the chosen descriptors and the mean o f this.
Step 4: Calculate the Wald statistic formula [2.4], the square o f  ‘Mahalanobis 
distance ’ to formally measure the distance between the data descriptors obtained in 
step 1 and the mean o f these implied in step 3.
Step 5: Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 until the calculated Wald statistic is minimized.
The last step of the above can be illustrated using the second panel of figure 2.1 
(chapter 2) replicated as follows:
Figure 4.1: The Principle o f Estimation using Indirect Inference
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Suppose, as in the case of testing, that we have chosen two parameters of the auxiliary 
model to describe the reality and the real-data-based estimates of these are given at R. 
Suppose for now the structural model under estimation has two potential sets of 
parameter values (vectors A and B), each accordingly implies a joint distribution of 
the descriptive parameters of the auxiliary model shown by the ‘mountains’ 
(a  and /?). Since the contours of these distributions show the mean of (3 is closer to 
R compared to that of a , B is the more preferred parameter set to A for the structural 
model. O f course in practice there are numerous potential sets of structural parameters 
and normally one would consider more than two parameters of the auxiliary model. 
Thus the full estimation process would typically involve large number iterations based 
on the calculation of the Wald statistic.
To preserve comparability of the implications of the estimated models to those of the 
calibrated models revealed in the previous exercise, this chapter goes on using a 
VAR(l) as the auxiliary model and chooses as descriptors the coefficient matrix of 
this and the variances o f the data. Of course other auxiliary models, such as VAR(2) 
or VAR(3), or others such as ARIMAs, are possible, both for testing and for 
estimation; but to produce a parsimonious description of the data a VAR(l) is 
generally acceptable. The pseudo data used for implying the joint distribution of the 
VAR(l) estimates are simulated by bootstrapping the ‘structural errors’ as before. 
When such distribution is found and compared to the real-data-based estimates the 
Wald statistic [2.4] is calculated and the method of Simulated Annealing is used to 
find the structural parameter values that deliver the (global) minimum of this. Note 
minimization of the non-linear formula [2.4] requires initial input values of structural 
parameters for numerical iterations. The exercise here uses the calibrated values (as in 
table 2.3, chapter 2) for these. It also restricts the parameters under estimation to be 
around ± 50% of their calibrated values37. These estimates are reported in section 4.2 
in what follows.
37 This excludes the discount factor p, the steady-state debt-to-GDP ratio and therefore the 
consumption-output ratio, and other parameters specifically restricted by the theory. See estimation 
results in the section to follow for more details.
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4.2 The Performance of the Optimal Timeless Rule Model and Taylor Rule 
Model with Estimated Parameters
By restricting the structural parameters to be the commonly accepted calibrated values 
in the literature, the earlier chapters (2 and 3) have shown that the optimal timeless 
rule model is significantly superior to Taylor rule alternatives of the standard sort in 
representing the US economy, both in the Great Acceleration and in the Great 
Moderation. This section releases such restriction by using the method of indirect 
inference to estimate the most fitting values of these. The aim is to re-evaluate the 
competing models in the two post-war episodes on their best possible versions 
according to the data. Effectively it is also a check for robustness of the earlier 
findings under calibration.
The optimal timeless rule model under estimation:
Recall that given the baseline TS’-Phillips Curve setup [2.1] and [2.2] the optimal 
timeless rule model is closed by the optimality condition [2.3] implicitly derived 
under the principle of social welfare loss minimization. This model was shown to fit 
the data well in both post-war episodes when the parameters of it were calibrated. Yet 
it would be right to expect the estimated version of it building on indirect inference 
and Simulated Annealing as just described would perform no worse than this. This is 
because when calibrated values are set as initial guess for the structural parameters, 
the SA method will start searching from these values and replace them with more 
appropriate ones whenever a smaller Wald statistic can be found. The process will 
terminate only when the Wald statistic cannot be anymore smaller, and the best 
estimates of structural parameters are found from this. Hence, if with calibrated 
parameters the model is not rejected, of course it would not be rejected either with the 
improved, estimated values. Indeed, since the SA method here stands effectively as a 
way of ‘fine-tuning’ the calibrations, it is expected that the estimated model, being 
more precise from the data’s point of view, would be less rejected. Table 4.1 below 
reports the estimates of the timeless rule model in both the pre-break and post-break 
episodes. Evaluation of these is shown in table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: SA Estimates of the Optimal Timeless Rule Model
Parameters Definitions Calibrations SA Estimates 
Pre-1982 Post-1982
P time discount factor 0.99 fixed fixed
a inverse of elasticity of intertemporal consumption 2 1.01 1.46
V inverse of elasticity of labour 3 2.04 3.23
CO Calvo contract price non-adjusting probability 0.53 0.79 0.54
G/Y steady-state government expenditure to output ratio 0.23 fixed fixed
Y/C steady-state output to consumption ratio 1/0.77 fixed fixed
K ^  (1 — <y)(l — a>P)CO 0.42 0.06 0.40
Y Y = K(J1 + ~ ) 2.36 0.19 2.06
a relative weight of loss assigned to output variations 
(against inflation)
0.39 0.20 0.58
a / r = e ~ l parameter driving the optimal timeless policy 1/6 1/0.95 1/3.6
e price elasticity of demand 6 0.95 3.6
pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance (pre-) 0.88 0.92 —
pu- autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance (pre-) 0.91 0.86 —
P i autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance (pre-) 0.59 0.14 —
pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance (post-) 0.93 --- 0.94
Pu* autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance (post-) 0.80 --- 0.79
P i autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance (post-) 0.38 --- 0.42
Table 4.2: Performance of the Timeless Rule Model under Calibration and Estimation
Pre-1982 under Post-1982 under
calibration estimation calibration estimation
Directed Wald 
(for dynamics)
98.2 81.9 86.4 77.7
Directed Wald 
(for volatilities)
89.6 32.5 89.6 90.3
Full Wald 
(for dynamics & volatilities)
97.3 71.7 77.1 68.6
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Overall, table 4.1 shows the estimated timeless rule model is reasonably close to its 
calibrated version, especially in the episode of the Great Moderation. Yet compared to 
the earlier episode, the estimation suggests the elasticity of intertemporal consumption 
(the inverse o f a) and that of labour (the inverse of r|) were both slightly lowered after 
the break, and the same was true for the Calvo contract non-adjusting parameter (o>). 
Yet via the cumulating effect the latter implies a much steeper Phillips curve in 
contrast to the first episode as y had deepened. The estimates also suggest the relative 
weight the Fed put on output variations (a) was doubled in the Great Moderation. 
However given that nominal rigidity has significantly reduced the Fed was forced to 
trade off even greater output growth when excess inflation was shown (since a/y falls); 
this could also imply a surge in the price elasticity of demand (0)38. The full-model 
based estimates o f shock persistency generally resemble those calculated basing on 
calibrated parameters, although on this occasion the data suggest an even quicker die- 
out of policy shocks pre-break.
Table 4.2 confirms that this estimated model can fit the data even better as expected, 
as the reported Wald percentiles of chosen features (except that accounts solely for 
data volatility in the Moderation episode that appears equally well as under calibration) 
have all decreased significantly both before and after the break. Overall the Full Wald 
statistic shows the model fails to be strongly rejected at 95% and would well explain 
the US data post Bretton Woods up to around 70% (Full Wald of 71.7 in the Great 
Acceleration and 68.6 when the Great Moderation prevailed).
The above thus implies if the Fed was constantly pursuing the optimal timeless policy 
its behaviour would look ‘tougher’ against inflation relative to output variation in the 
second episode as a result o f adaptation to structural economic change. Clearly this is 
somewhat different from what was assumed in the earlier evaluation exercise (chapter 
3) where under calibration no parametric movement was allowed for. However, given 
that both structural parameters and policy and the size of shocks could change across 
episodes as the data suggest they did counterfactual experiment would still show the 
fall in data variability was dominated by the fall in shocks. This result is reported in
38 Footnote 19, chapter 2.
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table 4.3 as follows; it suggests the reduction of shocks dominated the pro-cyclical 
movement of interest rates induced by the change in the structure and policy and 
caused the Great Moderation in this; this f  all also accounted for 76% of output 
moderation and 89% of inflation moderation, whereas the tougher policy only 
contributed to 11% of this last. Hence the best-fitting timeless rule model where 
parametric variation is allowed for would too attribute the reduced data variability 
mostly to reduced shocks, much in the same vein as it did with fixed calibrated 
parameters where such reduction accounted for all.
Table 4.3: Accountability o f  Factor Variation for Reduced Data Volatility 
(Timeless rule model under estimation)
Reduced data volatility 
caused by
Interest rates Output gap Inflation
reduced shocks 100% 76.4% 89.2%
chg in policy paras pro-cyclical pro-cyclical 10.8%
chg in structural paras pro-cyclical 23.6% pro-cyclical
Taylor rule model under estimation:
The above can be compared to the more widespread model version where a Taylor- 
type policy is substituted for. To this end this subsection replaces the optimal timeless 
policy with equation [4.1] as follows and estimates this under the identical framework 
o f ‘IS’ and Phillips Curve equations and evaluates for that.
I = 0 -p)\r^t +rxx,]+0t-i + £  t4-1]
Note [4.1] is essentially the specification of the ‘interest-rate-smoothed’ Taylor rule 
[1.2] the earlier chapters have considered. Yet as estimation goes it also covers the 
other standard Taylor-type policies the preceding have reviewed, as when p is zero it 
reduces to [1.1] as Taylor (1993) originally suggested while when yx is just above
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unity it becomes a ‘weak’ Taylor rule. The foregone have shown that under 
calibration the US data strongly reject the ‘weak’ Taylor rule (as specified in table 3.4, 
chapter 3) in the Great Acceleration and the original Taylor rule and its ‘ interest-rate- 
smoothed ’ version in the Great Moderation. Table 4.4 in what follows uses the SA 
method to search for each episode the best model version of this type. In particular it
allows p to take any value between 0 and 1 such that both the original and the 
‘interest-rate-smoothed’ Taylor rules are possible. It also sets the lower bound of y n
to 1.001 to account for the possibility of ‘weak’ Taylor rule. The estimated model is 
evaluated in table 4.5.
Table 4.4: SA Estimates of the Taylor Rule Model
Parameters Definitions Calibrations SA Estimates 
Pre-1982 Post-1982
P time discount factor 0.99 fixed fixed
<J inverse of elasticity of intertemporal consumption 2 1.15 1.16
1 inverse of elasticity of labour 3 2.66 3.85
(0 Calvo contract price non-adjusting probability 0.53 0.79 0.61
G/Y steady-state government expenditure to output ratio 0.23 fixed fixed
Y/C steady-state output to consumption ratio 1/0.77 fixed fixed
K L. (l-ft>)(l-<y/?) 0.42
G>
0.06 0.25
r y -  K(n+ ~ )  2,36 0.23 1.33
Y, interest rates response to inflation 1.44 2.03 2.06
Yx interest rates response to output gap 0.14 0.001 0.06
P interest-rate-smoothing parameter 0.76 0.42 0.89
Pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance (pre-) n/a 0.91 —
Pu• autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance (pre-) n/a 0.87 —
P i autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance (pre-) n/a 0.58 —
Pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance (post-) 0.93 0.95
Pu* autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance (post-) 0.80 --- 0.77
P t autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance (post-) 0.39 --- 0.40
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Table 4.5: Performance o f  the Taylor Rule Model under Calibration and Estimation
Pre-1982 under Post-1982 under
calibration estimation calibration estimation
Directed Wald 
(for dynamics)
n/a 98 99.8 89.6
Directed Wald 
(for volatilities)
n/a 40.6 99 94.9
Full Wald 
(for dynamics & volatilities)
n/a 96.1 99.7 87.6
Table 4.4 shows in general the estimated Taylor rule model is not very different from 
its calibrated version, either. The elasticity of intertemporal consumption (the inverse 
of a) and that of labour (the inverse of r|) are found similar to what just estimated with 
the optimal timeless policy, although in this case the data suggest no significant 
movement of the former. The Calvo contract non-adjusting probability (go) is still 
high in the first episode compared to the second. Again, this through the cumulating 
effect implies a much steeper Phillips curve when the Great Moderation prevailed (y). 
The estimate of p shows if a Taylor rule was operating it must be one where interest 
rates were ‘smoothed’; but compared to the earlier episode the degree of ‘policy 
inertia’ in the later was doubled. Yet the Fed’s response to inflation ( yx ) was
essentially unaltered and remained strong. This precludes indeterminacy in either 
episode for that the policy was far from being ‘weak’ or ‘passive’39. The estimation 
also suggests quite persistent demand and supply shocks in contrast to policy errors 
both before and after the break. This last is consistent with what the benchmark 
calibrations would predict.
Table 4.5 shows under estimation the Taylor rule model can, too, explain the US data 
post-1972. This can be seen from the reported Wald percentiles that given the SA 
estimates the model is saved from being strongly rejected in the Great Moderation
39 Recall in estimation y x is allowed to take as low as 1.001.
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(with Full Wald of 87.6) while in the Acceleration episode just marginally rejected at 
95% (with Full Wald of 96.1). Hence loosely one might still argue that there exists a 
Taylor rule model whose dynamic behaviour could mimic the truth.
This is not supporting the conventional ‘good policy’ explanation to the Great 
Moderation, however, even it does show the Fed’s post-war policy could well be one 
of Taylor-type. This is because the strong Taylor rule the data suggest in the 
Acceleration episode has completely violated the underlying assumption of the good- 
policy story in that indeterminacy being caused by passive policy would not ever arise. 
Indeed, given that the Fed’s policy was so ‘active’ both before and after the break and 
that the change in economic structure had failed to cause fundamental contraction of 
data variability, this estimated model—while implying that a Taylor rule was 
possible—would too suggest the Great Moderation was mainly caused by reduced 
shocks as table 4.6 shows it was40.
Table 4.6: Accountability of Factor Variation for Reduced Data Volatility 
(Taylor rule model under estimation)
Reduced data volatility 
caused by
Interest rates Output gap Inflation
reduced shocks 87.4% 67.6% 19.3%
chg in policy paras
r* 0.1% pro-cyclical 5.1%
Yx pro-cyclical 0.4% pro-cyclical
P 12.5% 2.9% 75.7%
chg in structural paras pro-cyclical 29.1% pro-cyclical
40 While the last column of table 4.6 shows over 75% of inflation moderation was caused by the Fed’s 
deepened degree of policy inertia, it shall be emphasized that in the conventional good policy/good 
shocks debate over the causes of the Great Moderation the former is referred particularly to the Fed’s
feedback responses such as y n and y x . Clearly these compared to the reduced shocks could hardly be
decisive in lowering the data’s variability according to the table, although in the last column it shows
the change of y n would play a non-negligible role.
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Concluding remarks on the comparison o f the estimated timeless rule model and 
Taylor rule model:
What the above have shown is that even when estimated parameters are allowed for 
the optimal timeless rule model is still overwhelmingly superior to the Taylor rule 
alternative in explaining the US post-war data, although in this case the latter is not 
shown to be strongly rejected. This extended exercise thus supports the earlier 
findings basing on standard calibrations that the Fed’s post-war monetary policy was 
better understood as the timeless optimum instead of a Taylor rule and that it was the 
improved environment, the reduced shocks that fundamentally caused the Great 
Moderation. The estimation also shows if a Taylor rule were operating, for both 
episodes it must be one in which active interest-rate response to inflation could have 
been found. Thus from the data’s viewpoint evidence in favour of the good-policy 
story that requires a weak/passive policy in the first episode does not exist.
4.3 Other Issues on the Point of Robustness
4.3.1 The choice of auxiliary model
Clearly, the above comparison between the optimal timeless rule model and Taylor 
rule model, like any other empirical evaluation based on data, would involve 
inevitably various kinds of issues regarding robustness. One of these in the context 
here where the method of indirect inference is used is the choice of auxiliary time- 
series model that provides benchmark description of the data against which theoretical 
models are estimated and evaluated indirectly. This has been a VAR(l) in the 
foregone exercise where the descriptors chosen are the estimate of its coefficient 
matrix and the data’s volatility. Yet as stated a VAR of higher order or time-series 
models of other types are completely possible, depending on what and the extent to 
which one requires the model to fit.
This subsection proceeds by checking how robust the above ranking of models, i.e., 
the superiority of the timeless rule model over the Taylor rule alternative, is to the 
choice of differing orders of a VAR. This assessment can in principle be done in
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regards both of model estimation and of model evaluation, but here it restricts itself to 
the latter of these for simplicity basing on the estimates just obtained. Clearly, using a 
VAR of higher orders as auxiliary model will make the test more demanding as 
effectively more detailed features of the data are asked to fit. Thus practically this is 
also a way of further discriminating between competing theories whose performances 
are hardly distinguishable under parsimonious auxiliaries. This is not the purpose on 
this occasion, though, since in the above it showed the timeless rule model was 
significantly better than the Taylor rule alternative when a VAR(l) was used. Yet as 
robustness is concerned the focus here is whether such ranking will be overturned 
when a VAR of higher orders is substituted for.
This is shown not to be the case, however, according to table 4.7 when the auxiliary 
model chosen is VAR(2) or VAR(3). Indeed, while the reported Wald percentiles 
suggest increasing the order of VAR would render strong rejection in most cases both 
for the timeless rule model and for the Taylor rule alternative due to surged burden 
laid on the models41, it is shown by the normalized t statistics (in parentheses) that in 
all cases the former is always less rejected, thus more preferred compared to the latter 
regardless of the order of the VAR. In other words the ranking of these models is 
robust to such choice.
Table 4.7: Performance of Models under Differing Auxiliaries 
(Panel A: pre-1982, the Great Acceleration)
VAR(2) VAR(3)
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald for dynamics 99.7 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (3.92) (14.0) (4.86) (15.8)
Directed Wald for volatilities 66.5 84.8 86.2 81.2
(Normalized t-stat) (-0.12) (0.44) (0.48) (0.25)
Full Wald for both 99.9 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (4.19) (13.0) (4.78) (14.6)
41 Most likely the ‘extra loan’ related to the dynamic features, caused by extra lags of the VAR.
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(Panel B: post-1982, the Great Moderation)
VAR(2) VAR(3)
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald for dynamics 99.9 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (4.33) (9.38) (10.1) (13.7)
Directed Wald for volatilities 93.7 99.9 90.7 100
(Normalized t-stat) (1.41) (6.59) (1.06) (6.37)
Full Wald for both 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (4.87) (12.1) (9.80) (15.0)
4.3.2 The choice of cut-off between the Great Acceleration and the Great 
Moderation
Besides the choice of auxiliary model, another factor by which the above result of 
episode comparison might have been affected is the choice of breakpoint on the data, 
i.e., the cut-off between the Great Acceleration and the Great Moderation. The 
forgone has followed the common practice of setting this to 1982—the year around 
which many (including Bemanke and Mihov, 1998, and Clarida, Gali and Gertler, 
2000) believe the Fed switched from using non-borrowed reserves to setting the 
Funds rate as the instrument of monetary policy; yet a choice also supported by the 
Qu-Perron test that found the 95% interval between 1980 and 1984 (Table 3A.1 in the 
last chapter). Indeed, given that historically the US economy improved in a 
continuous manner during the start of the 1980s, any point within this range should in 
principle be considered appropriate from the data’s point of view. Yet few would see 
1980 as the real start of the new era as it was around when Paul Volcker ploughed 
into the business of combating the stagflation crisis of the 1970s. 1984 is a widely 
accepted alternative of this, as by then inflation was successfully controlled at around 
3.5% (annual rate). This is also consistent with the Qu-Perron estimate of the best 
breakpoint at the third quarter of the year.
The purpose o f this subsection is to examine how robust the earlier result of 
episode/model comparison is to the choice of this break. Table 4.8 reveals the SA
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estimates of both the timeless rule model and the Taylor rule model (panel A for the 
first and panel B for the second) when the cut-off is made at 1984Q3 and compares 
these to the benchmark estimates (the parenthesized) when 1982 was used. It shows in 
neither case the change of cut-off would cause substantial difference in terms of 
model estimation, although as evaluation is concerned the Taylor rule model would 
outperform the timeless rule version in fitting the data’s volatility in the first episode 
and their dynamic features in the second (table 4.9). However according to the Full 
Wald statistics the timeless rule model is still more preferred overall (92.6 vs 93.9 in 
the Acceleration and 92.3 vs 96.9 in the Moderation), and its superiority over the 
Taylor rule alternative would be made more apparent once VAR(2) or VAR(3) is 
chosen as the auxiliary for more precise comparison/evaluation—this last is verified 
by the normalized t statistics reported in table 4.10 that show for most criteria much 
less rejection is found under the timeless rule. Hence a lthough compared to the 
benchmark result splitting the data in 1984 is less in favour of the timeless rule model 
and more of the Taylor rule alternative, the extended exercise here shows that strictly 
the previous ranking of models is robust, too, to this choice.
Table 4.8: SA Estimates of Models when Cut-off at 1984 
(Panel A: model with optimal timeless policy)
Parameters Definitions SA Estimates
Pre-1984 (-82) Post-1984 (-82)
p time discount factor ---- fixed at 0.99----
G inverse of elasticity of intertemporal consumption 1.01 (1.01) 2.67 (1.46)
n inverse of elasticity of labour 1.54 (2.04) 2.53 (3.23)
O) Calvo contract price non-adjusting probability 0.79 (0.79) 0.48 (0.54)
G/Y steady-state government expenditure to output ratio ---- fixed at 0.23----
Y/C steady-state output to consumption ratio -------— fixed at 1/0.77— ------
K ^ (l -  <y)(i -  toP)<D 0.06 (0.06) 0.57 (0.40)
r y = K(tj + eT—) 0.17 (0.19) 3.41 (2.06)
a relative weight of loss assigned to output variations 
(against inflation)
0.20 (0.20) 0.58 (0.58)
a l r = e ~ x parameter driving the optimal timeless policy 1/0.85 (1/0.95) 1/5.9 (1/3.6)
e price elasticity of demand 0.85 (0.95) 5.9 (3.6)
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Pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance 0.89 (0.92) 0.94 (0.94)
Pu" autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance 0.87 (0.86) 0.84 (0.79)
P i autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance 0.18 (0.14) 0.36 (0.42)
(Panel B: model with Taylor rule)
Parameters Definitions SA Estimates 
Pre-1984 (-82) Post-1984 (-82)
P time discount factor ----------- fixed at 0.99---- ------
<J inverse of elasticity of intertemporal consumption 1.00 (1.15) 2.83 (1.16)
r t inverse of elasticity of labour 2.42 (2.66) 3.40 (3.85)
(O Calvo contract price non-adjusting probability 0.79 (0.79) 0.64 (0.61)
G/Y steady-state government expenditure to output ratio
Y/C steady-state output to consumption ratio — fixed at 1/0.77—
K 1I£ 9 
3 1II 0.06 (0.06) 0.21 (0.25)
r y =  K ( T ]  + cr—) 0.22 (0.23) 1.46 (1.33)
Y* interest rates response to inflation 2.10 (2.03) 1.34 (2.06)
Yx interest rates response to output gap 0.006 (0.001) 0.09 (0.06)
P interest-rate-smoothing parameter 0.63 (0.42) 0.83 (0.89)
Pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance 0.89 (0.91) 0.94 (0.95)
Pu" autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance 0.88 (0.87) 0.80 (0.77)
P i autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance 0.60 (0.58) 0.51 (0.40)
Table 4.9: Performance of Models when Cut-off at 1984
Pre-1984 with Post-1984 with
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald 
(for dynamics)
92.4 95.8 96.4 88.2
Directed Wald 
(for volatilities)
82.8 27.1 2.3 99.3
Full Wald 
(for dynamics & volatilities)
92.6 93.9 92.3 96.9
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Table 4.10: Performance of Models under Differing Auxiliaries (II) 
(Panel A: pre-1984, the Great Acceleration)
VAR(2) VAR(3)
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Waid for dynamics 99.9 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (6.03) (14.3) (5.56) (16.4)
Directed Wald for volatilities 73.6 88.8 90.8 89.5
(Normalized t-stat) (0.05) (0.86) (1.02) (0.90)
Full Wald for both 99.9 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (6.01) (15.0) (5.61) (15.1)
(Panel B: post-1984, the Great Moderation)
VAR(2) VAR(3)
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald for dynamics 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (5.12) (14.8) 01.2) (33.3)
Directed Wald for volatilities 42 99.9 58.9 99.7
(Normalized t-stat) (-0.56) (5.04) (-0.16) (4.16)
Full Wald for both 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (5.08) (14.7) (U .l) (31.0)
4.3.3 The choice of method of data stationarization
So far the preceding have shown that the earlier finding of superiority of the timeless 
rule model over the Taylor rule alternative is robust both to the choice of auxiliary 
model and to differing cut-offs of the data. These exercises were conducted using 
stationarised time series where a linear trend, if any, was filtered away. Known as 
‘linear detrending’, this method has the advantage of preserving data information that
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might otherwise be excluded as trend component when other alternatives (such as HP- 
filtering or first-order differencing) are used. The drawback of this, however, is that 
the trend and therefore the stationarised time series for an interval given can look 
quite different as the observation window varies, creating inconsistency in the data 
practically used in empirical work—the robustness check above where differing 
breakpoints were considered was one victim of this. Figure 4.2 uses the interest rates 
series starting respectively in 1972 and in 1982 as an example to illustrate the problem. 
It shows the two observation windows have suggested quite different linear trends of 
the interest rates; the result is that for comparable episode the detrended series are in 
general inconsistent.
Figure 4.2: Inconsistency o f Linear-detrended Time-series (Interest Rates)
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One possible solution to the above problem (and indeed a popular alternative to the 
method of linear-detrending) is to use the Hodrick-Prescott filter where when the 
original data are dealt with a smoothed, time-varying trend (instead of a deterministic 
one) is filtered away. In general the smoother the time-varying trend is assumed the 
less the detrended data would be intruded by the observation window; the cost, 
however, is that the less information they would contain. So there is a trade-off42. 
Figure 4.3 follows the common practice of setting (for quarterly data) the ‘smoothing
42 Note at one extreme when the degree of smoothness is infinitely small the trend it yields converges 
to a deterministic, thus a linear one.
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parameter’ >^to 1600 and replicates the detrending exercise just done; it is clear that 
the difference between the two filtered series caused by the observation windows 
chosen is negligible.
Figure 4.3: Inconsistency of HP-detrended Time-series (Interest Rates)
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Table 4.11 in what follows re-compares the models’ performance for the cut-offs 
considered (1982 in panel A and 1984 in panel B) with the original data stationarised 
using the HP trend43. It shows once this method is chosen both the timeless rule model 
and the Taylor rule alternative would have more difficulty in fitting the data, mostly 
because their dynamic performance exacerbates. Yet with either cut-off this fails to 
change the earlier ranking of these in the Moderation episode as the Wald statistics (or 
more clearly, the normalized t statistics) show, although given the standard auxiliary 
model of VAR(l) here their difference in the first episode is hardly distinguishable. 
However one can further discriminate between these using higher orders of VAR, and 
once a VAR(2) or VAR(3) is substituted for it shows the timeless rule model in both 
episodes significantly outperforms (See extended results of these in tables 4A.2 and 
4A.3). This shows the foregone model ranking basing on 1 inear-detrended data is also 
robust to data stationarized using the HP filter.
43 SA estimates of models reported in table 4A. 1 in chapter appendix.
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Table 4.11: Performance of Models when Data Axe HP-filtered 
(Panel A: with breakpoint chosen at 1982)
Pre-1982 with Post-1982 with
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Waid for dynamics 97.3 97.8 99.8 99.9
(Normalized t-stat) (2.14) (2.27) (3.77) (4.19)
Directed Wald for volatilities 34.8 29.1 59.5 99.5
(Normalized t-stat) (-0.65) (-0.81) (-0.13) (4.52)
Full Wald for both 96.5 96.6 99.7 100
(Normalized t-stat) (1.94) (1.90) (3.34) (5.76)
(Panel B: with breakpoint chosen at 1984)
Pre-1984 with Post-1984 with
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald for dynamics 99.7 99.7 88.5 96.0
(Normalized t-stat) (3.51) (3.24) (1.08) (1.81)
Directed Waid for volatilities 43.8 97.1 3.7 90.1
(Normalized t-stat) (-0.59) (2.14) (-1.61) (0.94)
Full Wald for both 99.2 99.4 79.7 95.8
(Normalized t-stat) (3.23) (3.U) (0.64) (1.76)
4.4 Implementation of the Optimal Timeless Policy: how different is this from 
a Taylor rule?
All the above thus have re-endorsed from the data’s viewpoint that the Fed’s post-war 
monetary policy was better understood as the timeless optimum rather than a Taylor 
rule. We have seen in chapter 3 (figure 3.3) that implementing the optimal timeless 
policy would result in recursiveness in interest rates determination as to maintain the
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optimality condition [2.3] the Fed is forced to set real interest rates to an adaptive 
level that supports the equilibrium trade-off between inflation and the output gap (or 
growth). This generates quite different economic dynamics that would otherwise be 
caused if interest rates were set actively using a Taylor rule to determine equilibrium.
Figure 4.4 to 4.6 in what follows use the model versions estimated for the post-1982 
episode (table 4.1 with optimal timeless policy and table 4.2 with Taylor rule) as an 
example to illustrate how differently the economy would response to a (one-standard- 
error) unit shock caused by the demand side, the supply side and the monetary 
authority. The responses of the timeless rule model are shown with solid lines; the 
dashed lines indicate those of the Taylor rule model.
Figure 4.4: Impulse Responses to a Unit Shock to Demand 
Panel A: Interest rates (nominal, unmarked; real, marked)
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Figure 4.4 shows an increase in aggregate demand raises nominal interest rates both in 
the timeless rule model and in the Taylor rule model to similar levels. Under the 
optimal timeless policy where output and inflation are determined solely by the 
Phillips curve and the policy (the recursiveness feature just mentioned, and yet can be 
seen from the unresponsiveness of these in panels B and C) the expected future 
inflation remains zero so that the real interest rates overlap the nominal rates. This is 
different in the Taylor rule model where the initial rise in real interest rates is largely 
weakened by the surge in expected inflation due to rise in current inflation and 
persistency of the shock44; the real interest rates under this circumstance pick up the 
nominal rates slowly as the shock dies out. Thus given the optimal timeless policy any 
shock to demand will be fully offset by the adjustment of nominal/real interest rates, 
leaving the rest of the system intact, whereas when a Taylor-type policy is substituted 
for the shock spreads out as a result of inadequate movements of the real rates of 
interest. In both cases the impulse responses suggest the shock has quite long-lasting 
effect. But this according to the timeless rule model is purely determined by the 
shock’s persistency while in the Taylor rule model also that the interest rates are 
deliberately smoothed.
0.0070 <- 
0.0060 - 
<u 0.0050 -
tocz
i-  0.0040 - 
0.0030 -13
Q _
— 0.0020 - 
0.0010 -
44 Note output also rises according to the Phillips curve, the dashed line in panel B.
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Figure 4.5: Impulse Responses to a Unit Shock to Supply 
Panel A: Interest rates (nominal, unmarked; real, marked)
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A shock to aggregate supply shifts the Phillips curve upwards, worsening the trade-off 
between inflation and the output gap. In either model this raises inflation and interest 
rates (both nominal and real) and causes an output recession as figure 4.5 illustrates. 
Yet with differing policies the shock exhibits clear distributional difference according 
to the magnitude of the impulse responses: under the optimal timeless policy
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commitment of [2.3] requires keeping inflation a fixed fraction of (the first difference 
of) the output gap. This in effect constitutes another ‘optimal trade-off between 
inflation and output (growth) so that when a supply shock occurs the Phillips curve 
moves along the policy equation to determine the equilibrium inflation and output; the 
increase in inflation (panel C) is punished by an output recession (panel B) made by 
raising the real interest rates (panel A); the latter being initiated by the rise in nominal 
rates but then deepened as expected future inflation goes negative. The supply shock 
under this circumstance goes mostly to the output as the impulse responses 
demonstrate, partly because of the model estimates but more importantly that inflation 
is bound by the optimal plan. When this is replaced by the Taylor rule, however, the 
shock spreads out more evenly as—except being suppressed primly by the real 
interest rates set by such rule— inflation commits to nothing but determined solely by 
the Phillips curve. The impulse responses suggest when inflation is tolerated in this 
way a supply shock would cause higher inflation as real interest rates response less; 
its effect on output is similar, though, to what would be seen under the timeless 
optimum. In either case, again, the shock’s persistency generates persistency of the 
models as the figure shows, but unlike in the Taylor rule model where this is partially 
caused by interest rates smoothing, under the timeless optimum it is a joint result with 
the optimal trade-off45.
Figure 4.6: Impulse Responses to a (tightening) Unit Shock to Policy 
Panel A: Interest rates (nominal, unmarked; real, marked)
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43 This last does not hold if the optimal trade-off were between inflation and the level o f output rather 
than its growth, i.e., the optimality condition under discretion where the lag o f output is not involved 
(Walsh (2003) provides a neat discussion on this).
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Figure 4.6 shows finally the models’ impulse responses to a tightening shock to the 
monetary policy. In the foregone context this has been interpreted as a ‘trembling 
hand’ error made by the policy maker in execution of the preset monetary rule. But 
plainly due to differing natures of the optimal timeless policy and the Taylor-type 
alternative its connotation in the two models is different. A tightening monetary shock 
to the timeless rule model deepens the trade-off between inflation and the output 
gap/growth, sending a signal of harsher punishment on the latter against the former 
and causing a fall in inflationary expectations. This shifts both the policy equation and 
the Phillips curve downwards and results in lowered equilibrium inflation (panel C). 
The equilibrium output gap is also determined by this and is lowered as policy 
tightens, but part of the contractionary pressure is cancelled out by the fall of expected 
future inflation that encourages current production so the actual fall of it is small 
(panel B). Panel A shows to support this equilibrium the real interest rates must rise. 
But according to the fall of inflationary expectations this is made not by raising but
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slightly lowering the nominal interest rates46. The impulse responses in this case thus 
suggest the policy shock goes mostly to inflation. This would not happen to the 
Taylor rule model, however, as a tightening shock to Taylor-type policy raises the 
nominal interest rates instantly, and for given expected inflation causes a temporary 
rise in the real interest rates. The contractionary signal in the Taylor rule model is sent 
from this, reflecting tightened monetary environment but not deepened trade-off 
between inflation and the output gap, the policy goals under the optimal rule. This 
then lowers expected future inflation (here because interest rates are smoothed and the 
shock is persistent) and further raises the real interest rates (panel A), causing a strong 
reduction in equilibrium output and correspondingly a strong reduction in equilibrium 
inflation (panels B and C)—these tend to be ‘balanced’ unless the Phillips curve is 
extremely steep or flat. The contraction in this particular case also causes a fall in the 
nominal rates that dominates its initial rise so in equilibrium it falls a little47. However, 
with either policy the shock’s persistency still forms the main source of persistency in 
the model’s responses. But the fast die-out of policy shock in either sense has 
determined that it would not have long-lasting impact.
To sum up, implementation of the optimal timeless policy has helped directing 
differing shocks into different sectors of the economy, facilitating the Fed in 
stabilization in that the causes of instability are easier to be identified and eliminated. 
Compared to a Taylor rule that specifies systematic interest-rates responses, the 
timeless optimum advocates active adjustment of these to ensure the policy outcome 
is always at the least cost. Effectively this trades the volatility of policy instrument, 
the nominal interest rates, with those of the policy objectives, i.e., output gap and 
inflation, that would otherwise be less stabilized as the impulse responses illustrate. 
Our earlier empirical assessments have suggested for both post-war episodes the 
Fed’s behaviour came closest to the optimal timeless rule. Thus from the point of 
view of the history, there is reason to believe by committing to the timeless optimum 
the Fed had successfully circumvented some costs of monetary management and that
46 Thus accompanied by an extensive downward movement of the ‘IS’ curve caused by the fall of 
expected inflation and output gap.
47 This is largely determined by the extent to which inflationary expectations fall in response to the
shock.
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the US economy would have suffered greater volatility loss if a Taylor rule were 
substituted for.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter extends the partial comparison of the optimal timeless rule model and 
Taylor rule model in chapters 2 and 3 basing on calibration to a full comparison of 
these bas ing on estimation. Using the method of Simulated Annealing based on 
indirect inference, it finds if the models’ full capacity is allowed for, for each version 
there is a set o f ‘best-fitting’ parameters that significantly improves its performance 
although compared to the calibrated values these are not of significant difference. 
However, this fails to change the fact that in both the episodes of the Great 
Acceleration and the Great Moderation the optimal timeless rule model remains 
overwhelmingly superior to the Taylor rule alternative, so that even under estimation 
it still suggests the Fed’s post-war monetary policy was better understood as the 
optimal timeless rule. O f course, as the estimates of model vary across subsamples it 
would no longer imply the improvement was caused totally by improved environment. 
But given that the latter was still dominating its occurrence the underlying argument 
is yet intact. The estimation also suggests if a Taylor rule was operating, for both 
episodes it must be one in which the interest-rates response to inflation was so strong 
that the ‘good policy’ story o f Great Moderation would not be true; it would also have 
generated redundant economic instability that has been successfully avoided under the 
optimal timeless policy. In short, the Fed’s post-Bretton-Woods monetary behaviour 
was roughly optimal, and the US economy improved in the early 1980s because the 
Fed had managed to commit with less error to the optimal plan and that the economic 
environment had improved; this, clearly, had nothing to do with a Taylor rule.
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Appendix to Chapter 4
A. Some Supplementary Exercises of Comparison between the Timeless Rule 
Model and Taylor Rule Model
Table 4A.1: SA Estimates of Models under HP-filtered Data 
(Panel A: model with optimal timeless policy)
Parameters Definitions SA Estimates
Pre-1982 (-84) Post-1982 (-84)
p time discount factor ------- -----fixed at 0.99------------
< J inverse of elasticity of intertemporal consumption 1 . 0 1 (1.00) 1 . 1 0 (1-59)
7 inverse of elasticity of labour 1 . 6 6 (4.41) 2.15 (3.79)
CO Calvo contract price non-adjusting probability 0.75 (0.78) 0.51 (0.41)
G/Y steady-state government expenditure to output ratio ----- fixed at 0.23----
Y/C steady-state output to consumption ratio ------- — fixed at 1/0.77—--------
K v (1 -  co)(\ - cofi) 
0 )
0.09 (0.06) 0.48 (0.85)
Y Y — *r(77 + cr~ ) 0.27 (0.34) 1.72 (4.98)
a relative weight of loss assigned to output variations 
(against inflation)
0.24 (0.31) 0.53 (0.49)
a ! y = e - x parameter driving the optimal timeless policy 0.89 (0.91) 0.31 (0.10)
e price elasticity of demand 1 .1 2 (1.10) 3.23 (10)
Pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance 0.79 (0.78) 0.91 (0.89)
p «~ autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance 0.80 (0.82) 0.71 (0.76)
Ps autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance 0.07 (0.12) 0 . 2 2 (0.13)
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(Panel B: model with Taylor rule)
Parameters Definitions SA Estimates 
Pre-1982 (-84) Post-1982 (-84)
P time discount factor ------------ fixed at 0.99-----------
(7 inverse of elasticity of intertemporal consumption 1 . 0 0  (1.02) 2.57 (1.87)
rt inverse of elasticity of labour 3.48 (3.09) 2 .8 6 (2.88)
CD Calvo contract price non-adjusting probability 0.79 (0.55) 0.47 (0.49)
G/Y steady-state government expenditure to output ratio ------------ fixed at 0.23-----------
Y/C steady-state output to consumption ratio ----------- fixed at 1/0.77— ------
K ^ (1 -  <y)(l -  cop) £0 0.06 (0.37) 0.60 (0.54)
Y r = K(Tj + cr—) 0.29 (1.63) 3.72 (2.87)
r* interest rates response to inflation 2.13 (2.12) 1.80 (1.66)
Yx interest rates response to output gap 0.001 (0.04) 0.05 (0.005)
P interest-rate-smoothing parameter 0.72 (0.85) 0.84 (0.82)
Pv autoregressive coefficient of demand disturbance 0.79 (0.78) 0.90 (0.89)
Puw autoregressive coefficient of supply disturbance 0.81 (0.87) 0.75 (0.74)
Pe autoregressive coefficient of policy disturbance 0.22 (0.07) 0.14 (0.18)
Table 4A.2: Performance of Models under Differing Auxiliaries (HP-filtered data)
(Panel A: pre-1982, the Great Acceleration)
VAR(2) VAR(3)
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald for dynamics 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (5.15) (9.90) (6.03) (7.76)
Directed Waid for volatilities 79.8 97.7 93.4 98.9
(Normalized t-stat) (0.35) (2.34) (1.33) (3.24)
Full Wald for both 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (5.45) (9.77) (6.12) (7.72)
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(Panel B: post-1982, the Great Moderation)
VAR(2)_________  VAR(3)
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald for dynamics 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (4.56) (11.7) (6.31) (19.4)
Directed W aid for volatilities 84.8 99.9 81.2 99.9
(Normalized t-stat) (0.78) (6.29) (0.49) (5.10)
Full Wald for both 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (4.81) (13.4) (6.93) (18.7)
Table 4A.3: Performance of Models under Differing Auxiliaries (HP-filtered data) (II)
(Panel A: pre-1984, the Great Acceleration)
VAR(2) VAR(3)
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald for dynamics 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (6.56) (12.7) (6.94) (9.00)
Directed Wald for volatilities 62.9 99.3 84.5 98.9
(Normalized t-stat) (-0.16) (3.29) (0.68) (3.35)
Full Wald for both 100 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (6.39) (12.0) (6.88) (8.50)
(Panel B: post-1984, the Great Moderation)
VAR(2) VAR(3)
Timeless optimum Taylor rule Timeless optimum Taylor rule
Directed Wald for dynamics 99.3 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (3.41) (7.68) (8.20) (10.9)
Directed Wald for volatilities 33.2 99.8 59.1 99.9
(Normalized t-stat) (-0.70) (4.50) (-0.16) (5.38)
Full Wald for both 99.6 100 100 100
(Normalized t-stat) (3.32) (8.82) (8.19) (11.3)
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Supporting Annex
A. Micro-foundations and Derivations of the Baseline Model and the Optimal 
Timeless Rule
The main context has followed the common practice among New Keynesian authors 
(including Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999, 2000), Rotemberg and Woodford (1997, 
1998), Walsh (2003) and Holmberg (2006)) of reducing a full DSGE model to a 
three-equation framework consisting of an ‘IS’ curve, a Phillips curve and a monetary 
policy rule that summarises the Fed’s behaviour. The following outlines the micro­
foundations and the derivation process of these.
The Households
Representative households are assumed to consume a composite of differentiated 
goods produced by monopolistically competitive firms that make up of a continuum 
of measure 1. The composite consumption that enters the utility function in each 
period is:
where 0<>  D is the price elasticity of demand for good j. The cost minimization 
process of representative households implies the demand for good j is:
Assume for simplicity that the representative agents care only about leisure and the 
level of composite consumption such that the life-time utility function takes the form:
where O '  is the inverse of intertemporal elasticity of substitution of consumption, 
whereas J] is the inverse of elasticity of labour49.
48 Details o f this could be found in Walsh (2003, pp.232).
[A.1]
[A.2]
where pjt is the price of j and Pt is the general price level in that period48.
[A.3]
49 The utility function here is deliberately assumed to take the same form as in Woodford and 
Rotemberg (1998) and Nistico (2007) such that the utility-based micro-founded quadratic social
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Suppose further that the agents also own the firms and work at the same time as 
employees. They then face a real budget constraint as [A.4]:
_  M /+1 Bl+X W  M  . ^B.  T-r
C , + —^ -  +  - ^ -  =  - r - N , + —<- + (l + *,)-=r + n ,  [A.4]
where Mt and Bt are respectively the initial stocks of money and nominal bond in each 
period, Wt is the nominal wage income, I I / denotes the profit from running the firm 
and it is the nominal interest rates. The bond market is introduced here to give interest 
rates a role; labour is made the only factor that goes into the production process so the 
wage income constitutes 100% of the households’ disposal income.
By assuming the Cash-in-advance constraint, the utility maximization problem can be 
described using the Lagrangean function as follows:
OO y-rl-<7 M l+ n
cMs*. i « = £ o S / ' , { [ r — *77—]C,,Nt,Mt+i,Bl+l ~  1 — CT I  +  77
„ _ _  M , ,, B,.y Wt M, „ . s B, „-X .\C . + — !±L +  - i t ! . -----L V    — (1 +  /' ) —- _ IT.]tL  t p  p  p  t  p  \  t /  p  t  J
r t r t r t r t t
The first order conditions suggest:
C ,: C ; °  =  ( A , + / u , )
w
N , -  z K  =
M l+l: (1 +  ^+ 1) =  1 +  Mi+\)
B,+1: A  ( 1 +  7t l+l)  =  +  it+l)
These further imply:
c r  = m  + i,)E, j i - C Z  [A.6]
/+ !
+ = [A.7]
r t
i.e., the ‘Euler’s equation’ [A.6] and the optimal intratemporal substitution between 
labour and consumption [A.7].
welfare loss function they have suggested are also applicable here. In contrast to Walsh (2003) where 
Money-in-utility is assumed, this model retains the role o f money through the CIA constraint.
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Log-linearization of [A.6] around zero-inflation steady state suggests:
C, =  E ,c l+J - (— )(7, - E , n M )  [A.6]’
O '
where ‘~’ denotes ‘percentage deviation from steady state’50.
Since no physical capital (and therefore no investment) is assumed, log-linearising the 
market clearing condition Yt=Ct+Gt returns:
c , = y , +  l n ( l - - ^ - ) - l n ^  [A.8]
Combining [A.6]’ and [A.8] then gives the commonly found ‘IS’ curve:
X ,  =  E,XM -  ( — ) U  -  E,nM )  +  V, [A.9]
<J
where x, = y , - y { , v, = (£,?,{, - y ? )  + ( E ,g „ ,- g , )  with g : s i n ( l - ^ ) 51.
■* /
Note the ‘output gap’ xt here is, by theory, defined as the (log) difference between 
actual output and the output that would prevail under perfect flexibility. This has been 
approximated using the log difference of actual output from its HP trend, however, as 
the main context has explained. Note also in this case the ‘demand shock’ vt is a 
combination of shocks to both technology and government expenditure.
The Firms
As explained in this model the representative agents also own the firms. Under a 
monopolistically competitive environment each firm has production function:
y jt -  AtN jt [A. 10]
where ‘j ’ denotes the f 1 firm; At is technology with log At = £ log At_x + zt , where zt 
indicates the i.i.d. productivity shock.
Under the Calvo (1983) contract, for any given period t, only a fraction, 1 -  eo, of 
these are able to reset their prices to the optimal level, whereas the rest, co, have to 
keep these unchanged due to ‘menu cost’ .
50 In particular,
51 Walsh (2003) assumes Y^Ct so that v' ~  - y ,
52 For simplicity, nominal wages in the labour market are presumed to be fully flexible.
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Equation [A.2] implies the demand curve faced by each firm is:
[A. 11]
So in each period firms producing differentiated goods but processing identical 
pricing strategy would set individual prices p jt , subject to the production constraint
[A. 10], the Calvo contract resetting probability 1 -  co and the demand curve [A. 11], to 
maximize (the discounted) real profits.
Let cp denotes the real marginal cost to each firms’ production. The cost minimization 
process suggests
so that the profit maximization problem for each firm becomes:
where Vn+i is a discount factor, indicating the ratio of marginal utilities of 
consumption between periods.
Using the demand curve [A. 11] to substitute away y j t+i, equation [A. 13] can be 
rewritten as:
The first order condition of [A. 13]’ with respect to individual price p jt implies:
Log-linearization of [A. 14] around zero inflation steady state yields the optimal reset 
price for each firm as follows:
The general price level in each period given the Calvo contract can be written as the 
weighted average of this up-to-date reset prices and the unchanged, with the weights 
being the reset probability, 1 -  co, and its opposite, co, respectively53. That is:
1=0 -*/+/
M axE^co' -<P,J.^-YeY,
OO
Pjt = ( l - G ) 0 ^ C Q ip i(Etv M + E tPt+i>) [A. 15]
Pt = (1 -  co)p]t +coPt_x [A. 16]
53Note that individual firms have exactly the same pricing strategy p*t (or equivalently, p *t ).
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Log-linearization of [A. 16] implies:
x t = (  1 -  a>)pjt + (a? - 1)^_! [A. 17]
Combining [A. 15] and [A. 17] gives:
«r -  rsr? »  . ( l - f i > ) ( l - o / 7 )  ~  fA i r i547Z( — p & t 7Tt+x + (pt [A.lo]
CO
or more conveniently, the standard forward-looking New Keynesian Phillips curve:
7t, =/3E,7tHX +KXP, [A. 18]’
where .
6)
This can be further transformed to the version in which inflation is related to output 
gap by log-linearising the real marginal cost equation [A. 12] and the labour supply 
equation [A.7] (which was implied by the household’s problem) and combining the 
results. After some tedious algebra it can be shown that:
<Pt =<JI + c r ^ ) { y t - y f )  = iri + c r ^ ) x t [A.19]55
In the spirit of Clarida, Gali and Gertler (2002), suppose further the labour market is 
not perfectly competitive such that the wage mark-up over intratemporal substitution 
between consumption and labour is subject to stochastic errors and so [A.19] becomes:
V , = C t  + < r ^ )x ,+ u r  [A.19]’
where uwt is interpreted as the disturbance causing bias to the wage mark-ups. The 
Phillips curve can then be rewritten as:
n ,  =  P E , x l+l + pc, + u ,  [A.20]
where r  = K(n+a-L ) ,u,=ku~, and
C  co
Monetary Policy
To close the model most New Keynesian authors have employed an exogenously- 
specified Taylor rule similar to [1.2] such that a model for inflation, output gap and 
interest rates determinations is complete. The baseline model in this thesis, however,
54Note [A. 15] can be conveniently written as _  (1 - a>P) under rational expectations.
* (1 — a>PB~x) '
55 This result is obtained when the market-clearing condition is Yt=Ct-Kjt. Had it been defined as Yt=Ct 
as in Walsh (2003), it would imply ^  = (77 4- <r)x, .
Il l
has taken the alternative of assuming the optimal timeless policy implicitly 
determined by the economy.
Following Rotemberg and Woodford (1998) and Nistico (2007), it defines the ‘social 
welfare loss’ as ‘the loss in units of consumption as a percentage of steady-state 
output’ so that:
U-U,SWL, =
M U - Y
Under the Calvo (1983) pricing mechanism and given the utility function [A.3], 
Rotemberg and Woodford (1998) showed the social welfare loss function can 
approximately be expressed in terms of the variance of inflation and output through 
second-order Taylor expansion. The transformed social welfare loss takes the form:
SWL, = ^ [ a x f + x , 2] [A.21]56
where \|/ is some measure o f stickiness, a indicates the relative weight that central 
banks put on loss from output variation against inflation variation57
The social planner’s problem then involves minimizing [A.21] in each period subject 
to the Phillips curve. One can write this in terms of a Lagrangean equation as in 
McCallum and Nelson (2004) as:
Min L, = £, j r  p  + oacl,) + XM {yxM + + uM -  n M )} [A.22]
>xt+i ;_q 2
Suppose the problem starts from period ‘ 1 ’, the first order conditions with respect to 
n t ’s and x , ’s are:
n x: y/7Vx — = 0 (the initial period) [A.23]
n t : E x {y/7tt + Xt_x -  ) = 0 t=2,3,.......  [A.24]
E x(if/cext + M / )  = 0 t=l,2,3,......... [A.25]
Under the ‘timeless perspective’ that ‘ignores the conditions that prevail at the 
regime’s inception’ (McCallum and Nelson, 2004, pp.44), the optimal response is 
derived by combining [A.24] and [A.25] while [A.23] is dropped. Hence:
56 Note it has implicitly assumed that the steady state inflation is zero. The social welfare loss function 
in this case is not ad hoc. The same expression is also derived by Nistico (2007) who assumed the 
Rotemberg (1982) pricing mechanism. In particular, Nistico showed the relative weight a is equal to 
the ratio of the slope of the Phillips curve to the price elasticity o f demand so a=y/9.
57 Note y  does not affect the implied optimal response as it will be cancelled out in combining the 
F.O.Cs.
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/r, j) [A.26]
Y
If a ‘trembling hand’ is assumed in implementation of the policy, the above becomes: 
n, = (x, -* ,_ ,) + £  [A.26]’r
where £  denotes the ‘policy shock’ that causes bias to [A.26].
